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FINALLY, ATAI LOOPHOLE
FOR THE LITTLE GUY.
It's called an Individual
Retirement Account (IRA). It's for
people who aren't part of a formal
retirement plan.
And it's perfectly legal. Thanks to
a federal law that gives you a do-ityourself, interest-earning, taxdeductible way to be a lot richer
when you retire.
You can deposit as much as 15%
of your earned income each year, up
to $1500, and deduct it on your federal
income tax return. You earn up to
61/2% interest, which compounds taxfree until your retirement.
You may begin to receive
payments any time after you reach
59 1/2, and your taxes will probably
be a lot less then.
We don't advise using this account
as a source of emergency funds,

though. Because if you withdraw
money from your account before
you're 59 1/2, there are substantial
tax and interest penalties.
IRA services are available at all
C&S offices throughout the state.
There's no management or handling
fee. And if you wish, we'll automatically deduct your IRA contribution
each month from your C&S checking
or savings account.
But if you want to slip through
the loophole for 1975, don't let
December 31 slip by. Because you'll
have to set up your IRA by then to
qualify for credit on your next
tax return.
Come by C&S or send in the
coupon for more information. We'll
show you how to make saving for
your retirement a lot less taxing.

r--------------,
LR.A. Department
1
1
I C&SBank
I
I
1 Columbia, S.C. 29222
I Please send me information on I
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THE ACTION BANK®
The Citizens and Southern National Bank o f South Carolina
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"Freedom Began In The Carolinas"
LIMITED EDITION
THE FIRST PLATE OF THIS BICENTENNIAL
EDITION WAS PRESENTED IN CHARLOTTE, N. C. ,
May 20, 1975, TO PRESIDENT GERALD R. FORD.

1

reac ers
com1nents
What ideas, opinions and comments do you have about this issue
of your magazine? We're anxious to
hear what you think, so this column is all yours-please drop us a
line.

I love the job the Sand/apper did on
'The Bird War." Exquisite layout and
graphics .
Pat Conroy
Atlanta

Plate is 1O" in diameter
the perfect gift and a must for all collectors!
Freedom began in the Carolinas, with the Mecklenburg Declaration, May 20, 1775. It
began with the major battles at Kings Mountain, Fort Moultrie, Cowpens and many
skirm ishes throughout the Carolinas. The plate is made for us by a 200 year old
family-owned English firm , Wood and Sons, Ltd ., in business when we were fighting
the British. It's made of the finest English ironstone, wedgewood blue on white .
Designed especially for this area by internationally famed artist, Harry K. Lange , (art
director of the film , "2001 , a Space Odyssey"), the plate features the state seals,
flowers and capital buildings of both North and South Carolina, as well as excerpts
from the Mecklenburg and Congressional Declarations of Independence. The first
plate in this limited series was presented to President Gerald R. Ford on May 20,
1975, in Charlotte, North Carolina. To be sure you get one of these limited editions,
be sure to send in your order now!
$20

D Please send me D Bicentennial Plates at $20 each
(add $1 per plate for packing and shipping plus 4% tax in S . C.

Address

Check enclosed D
give card number _ _
Please allow at least four weeks for delivery.

2

_ _ _ _ State
please check below :
Master Charge D

I look forward to reading Sandlapper
every month . It is a wonderful magazine .

I am sure the writer of the article on

Name

City

Horace Fraser Rudisill
Corresponding Secretary
Florence County Historical Society
Florence

Mrs. E. L. Henderson
Ehrhardt

Telephone
Area Code 803
232-1821

Flea Market Imports
P. 0. Box 448
Greenville, S. C. 29602

We , of the Florence County Historical
Society , want to call attention to an erroneous statement made by Mr . Stout
in his " Leaves from the Family Tree" in
the October 1975 issue, to wit : " ... the
1880 census .... of Jeffries Township,
Florence County . . . . " Surely Mr .
Stout must know that there is no 1880
census enumeration for Florence County , since it did not exist at that time,
having been created by an Act of Legislature dated Dec. 22, 1888. At the time
of the 1880 census, Jeffries Township
was a part of Marion County and continued to be part of Marion County until
detached eight years later to aid in the
formation of the new county of Florence .

Zip
BankAmericard D
and expiration date _ _

Blackstock (which was in the October
issue) didn't realize that he was not giving a true picture of Blackstock as those
of us who grew up there remember it.
Many of the fine families of South
Carolina have their roots there and
helped make it a place of culture and
refinement-not a center for taverns
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and bars!

Wilham _}(e'J, . !J-ncorporaleJ
909 E.

WAS HI NGTON

ST.

S. C. 29601

GREENVILLE,

A NNE STooL
Ci rca 1730 to 1750
T h e de li gh t fu ll y ca rved legs a nd the
m a h oga n y cro tch band ing a round the
seat rim o f thi s stool m ake it a little
jewel. T h e shaped slip seat is rem ovable so tha t need lewo rk ca n b e displayed in lieu of leather or uph o lste ry
fab ri cs. S hi pped in muslin only. One
ya rd fab ric required . 21 in ch es wide X
14 inch es d eep X 17 in ch es hi gh. Your
ch eck o r money orde r for $95.00 p lus $3.80 sales tax insures d elive ry
with in e ig h t to twe lve weeks. S hi pped fr e ight co ll ect.
Q uEEN

$95.00

+

$3.80

C.

S.

Sales T ax =

$98.80

To mention some of the names: The
Craigs , Furhams , McLurkins , Kennedys, Douglases, Mobleys, Macdonalds , Shannons. And others. Quite
a number of doctors , ministers , lawyers ,
and educators are among the descendents of these families.
(Mrs. Fred A.) Anne Hamiter Hopkins
Everything about Sandlapper is so
beautiful , now , particularly , when it is
alive and vital again . I have the first
copy through this last one . Thank you
deeply . My check is enclosed for a gift
subscription for my daughter. A Happy
Christmas to all .
Mrs. W .J . Roof
Rock Hill

W ILLIAM KF:Y, INC.
909 E.

'v\'ASII I NGTON

ST.

0 Cl. eek

S. C. 2960 1

0 Money O rde r
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I have every issue of Sandlapper in
binders . I read every article and enjoy it
so much. I would like to know how
many subscribers have all the issue in
binders . They are a real treasure . Keep
them coming .

Z,r _ _ __ _ __

C .R. Williamson
Sardinia , S.C .

YOU have a friend in the
carpet business•••
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Jerry Griggs , our fiction competition
winner , heard a story at work one day
about a strange character in Tennessee
who liked to get drunk and get chased
by the local constabulary. While his
main vein is science fiction writing , he
went ahead with a story he called "Colly
Sharper Died for his Sins ." "It all came
together real well , and it may be one of
my more successful efforts ," he said .
A story like "Colly Sharper" would
come natural to anybody born in the
sandhill hamlet of Ruby, and who now
lives ten miles north of Clemson with his
wife, 18 cats , 8 dogs , 2 rabbits , a horse
and a cow . He matriculated to Clemson
from Cheraw , beginning first as a
chemical engineering major but switching to English because he "just couldn't
see being a chemical engineer . I spent
four lazy years at Clemson University
working toward an English degree I
never quite finished , then settled down
to raising a large family of cats , dogs
and overdue bills while waiting for my
brain to start functioning. Luckily , I
have a lot of patience ," he says.
Griggs was published in the Clemson
Chronicle. In the last four years he has
written some short stories, aborted one
novel "and began another along with a
friend who possesses the same maladies
as myself." Six of those stories are with
a New York agent "trying to get sold ."
The 25-year-old writer is married to
the former Cathy Winning of Columbia .
Aside from their vast menagerie , they're
by themselves deep in the woods. After
all , the animals "eat up all the profits,"
he says with a sigh .
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Sandlapper is a beautiful and most interesting magazine . While I am not a
native South Carolinian , all of my
family roots are in South Carolina . .. In
the past several years I have read your
magazine with much pleasure through
the courtesy of a friend . Now I want my
own subscription which , in turn , I shall
share with her.

Mrs. S .H . Exley
Marietta, Ga .
Sandlapper has really improved with
the last several issues. I now look forward to receiving it again and read it
from cover to cover .

Mrs . Frank M. Pearce
Florence
The November and December issues
were so attractive could you also send
those two in addition to my subscription
which is due to start in January .

CHURCH STREET
A Bicentennial Edition of three major
landmarks of Charleston, South Carolina

E.H . Walpole Jr.
John 's Island

The Dock Street Theater, The Captain's Houses
Saint Philip's Church and Home-The Huguenot Church

THE CHAIRMAN IS HERE

In full color from the original ink
and watercolor by Jean-Claude de Montfort
Plate size 21 x 14 with ample margins
Signed and numbered Edition restricted to 2000 prints
in antiqued colour tones-Each 30.00
Signed , unnumbered in colour-Each 20 .00
Proofs numbered to SO-Each 50.00
Add 2 .00 for handling

The Chairman features
distinctive hairstyles for
today's men and women.
For individual and quality
grooming call:

Order: J.C. de Montfort
19 Joyce Ave.
Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina 29464

Tommy Hollier
Aneita Shirey
Charles Poole

~hairman

1225 Main Street
Columbia, S.C. 29202
Telephone 779-8942
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Your Very Own Island!

from behind : ;
the palmettos

~

Magnificent six-acre island
overlooking Stono River .

Our art staff went wild; our editors were crazy with excitement . Everybody else in
the offices was totally in the dark about what was going on , but it sounded like
something between a football game and the old Ed Sullivan show , minus the chimpanzees. Thirty pages of Sandlapper magazine to run amuck in , and some of the
best photographers and writers around today to do it with : Joel Nichols , Mark van
Wehrman , James Dickey, Benjamin Dunlap , Russell Maxey , Pat Conroy , George
Garrett , Ben Greer-staggering . Greenville , Rock Hill, Columbia , Charleston ,
Aiken and all the places in between. Things and people within the place called
South Carolina . Some of the text comes from the book Faces of South Carolina ,
edited by our own inestimable fiction editor , Franklin Ashley , and published by the
S.C. Committee for the Humanities , to whom we are deeply indebted for their kind
permission to use these excerpts.
The winning entry in our fiction competition is "Colley Sharper Died for His
Sins ," by a Clemson talent , Jerry Griggs. In selecting this story , we felt that it best
represented the clash of the Old South with that of the Newer , calmer South. While
it must be admitted that Colley Sharper is an antihero of the first water , we might
yet feel a twinge of compassion for the dying throwback .
A Nail in Time starts our special series of South Carolina Heritage articles relating
to South Carolina's role in the American Revolution . The classic Up Country/ Low
Country rivalry had already begun by the time Charleston merchants and politicos
began talking of independence , and as an attempt at eighteenth century detente,
the commission for the Council of Safety was unprecedented .

Cover: Strange as it may seem , Sandlapper apparently has never featured the
State House on its cover. By way_of kicking off the now enfabled Bicentennial year,
and to correct these past years' oversights,
herewith the capitol , on the cover, in glorious color. Photo by Gary Thomas .

(I ntracoastal Waterway)
North John's Island .
Chisolm Green off Chisolm
Road (portion formerly
part of Retreat Plantation) .
-Several large Tidal
Basins and Creeks .
Loading to Stono River . 1/i
cleared- 1/2 wooded pines
and old Spanish oaks .
-Causeway from mainland, new dock to be
erected from island .
Breathtaking view and
magnificent homesite .
also
Two acre island with two
acres on mainland .
Heavily wooded pines and
oaks, tidal basins as well
as tidal creeks.
- Tranquility-SerenityBeauty. Only 15 minutes
to Seabrook and Kiawah
Islands.

ii~~
Yled<f~

205 King St.
Charleston , S.C.
723-7792 office 766-6665 residence
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What America's
forests mean to you.

i

Many people thoroughly enjoy forests.
They enjoy fishing and hunting and all the
other recreation forests can offer. Other
people simply like to view a huge
tract of trees and marvel at one of
nature's most beautiful creations.
Still others take a strictly utilitarian
viewpoint- forests arc watersheds;
trees produce oxygen, wood is a raw
material. But whatever their point of
view, all Americans have th is in
common: they rely on forests in
many ways.

-

--

.....___

Georgia-Pacific employs over
34.000 people. The Company owns
in fee more than 4.5 million acres of
timberlands in the U.S .. Canada, and
- ------=-_ Brazil: and has exclusive cutting
rights to 1.25 million acres in Indonesia. the Philippines and
Canada. G-P's significance is
reflected in some revealing statistics:
In 1972 Georgia-Pacific's assets amounted
to Sl.7 bi ll ion. Sales totaled Sl.7 bi llion.
And. in payrolls and taxes. the Company
paid out a total of S432.000.000 in payrolls
a nd taxes to employees. the federal gon•rnment. and state and local gm·crnmcnts.
Here in the South, Georgia-Pacific employs 15,000 people. In 1972, Company payrolls and taxes in this area amounted to
Sl 72,000 ,000.

-----.......------C.::::--

Jobs and a Payroll

Today. more than 5.000 products arc

Taxes and Services
Privately-owned forests also provide tax revenue. Last year, taxes
paid by companies in the forest products industry amounted to many millions of dollars. Part of these dollars
went to t he federal government. The
rest helped to support local schools,
fire and police departments, sewage
disposal systems, and other services
provided by state and local governments. So the government relies on
forests for tax revenue, and people, in turn,
depend on the services which are provided by
the taxes.
There are thousands of companies in the
forest products industry. These companies
manufacture a variety of products ranging from
plywood and lumber to pulp, paper, and chemicals. Georgia-Pacific is one of these companies.

Fortunately. forests are a renewable resource.
And that may be their greatest value. They wi ll
continue to provide man with the luxuries and
necessities of life.
Forever.
FREE LITERATURE/FREE LOAN FILM
"The Story of Human Enterprise;' a threetime film festival award winner, tells about tree
farming and what Georgia-Pacific is doing to
protect the environment. This 28 minute, 16mm
color film, is ideal for all ages. Available on
temporary free loan basis to schools and groups.
''The Forest and You·• poster kit for teachers and
conservation groups shows how Georgia-Pacific
foresters are improving the forests.
Included are free colorful posters and a list of
endangered species. First kit free, additional
kits 50 cents each while supply lasts.
Write: Georgia-Pacific Educational Library,
P. 0. Box 909,
Augusta, Georgia 30903.

Georgia-Pacific
The Growth Company

At home and on the go with sandlapper.
dining out

I leaves from the

famil)? tree
Old Fort Pub

I

of peacoct~s
and lilies

Genealogical Titles for the
New Year, Part I

The Theatre as Therapy, etc.

Old Fort Pub is so deep in the
shade of live oaks that you can't see it
from the road in front or from the Intracoastal Waterway that the porch
overlooks .
It's on Hilton Head Island, and it's
almost new . But it looks as old as the
venerable oaks and the Civil War
earthworks next door .
Built from antique wood saved
from old buildings razed in Savannah , both the Pub and its menu are
an effort at characterizing South
Carolina Low Country. With its wide
porch, the dining room walled with
French doors and the widow's walk
on the roof, the two-year-old restaurant is a re-creation of a characteristic nineteenth century building
of the area.
It's a good leisurely place to sit in a
wicker chair and watch the boats go
by, while the kids wear themselves
out in the hills of the neighboring fort .
When you're done sitting and sipping, retire to the dining room for
okra soup and cornbread followed by
fish creole or a pot of peel-your-own
boiled shrimp.
The menu is basically local seafood
dishes, soups and chowders. It includes the specialty, baked fresh fish
Daufuskie; fish cooked by "Myrtle
Bank Plantation recipes"; and seafood salads. "Low-Country rice" is

A happy 1976 to you all. This
promises to be quite a memorable
year for those genealogically and historically inclined. Might we resolve to
help make it memorable by contributing in our own unique way to the
nationwide Bicentennial effort during
this 200th anniversary of our Declaration of Independence .
Much has been said of those who
celebrate the Bicentennial observance wrongly. There is no need for
us to scorn those whose celebration
appears confined to the display of
red, white and blue novelties, and
who , in our opinion , miss the point
and mar the celebration. Their display betters our scorn. For the tragedy lies not in that those who do not
know better celebrate wrongly , but
that we who do know better fail to
celebrate properly. Let us who are
leaders in the fields of history and
genealogy not forget our charge .
We at "Leaves" resolve to make a
special effort to bring you each
month an entirely new column on a
carefully selected genealogical subject of interest, and to go to great
lengths to try to make it interesting as
well as informative .
From time to time throughout the
Bicentennial, "Leaves" will devote a
column to a series of book reviews

A few days ago I journeyed over to
one of our small South Carolina
communities, which shall remain
nameless for several reasons, one
being that I have no wish to embarress the community or any particular
individuals in it and another reason
being th:1t I have no wish to be
deluged with a spate of angry letters
from the outraged citizenry of said
unnamed community. Besides, the
name of the community really
doesn't matter . What matters is what
happened, or rather didn't.
The purpose of this odyssey was to
view the final evening of a three-performance run of the first production
of a newly-formed community theatre group which for lack of a better
name I will call the Palmetto Players .
(So far as I know there is not a community theatre group in the state
called the Palmetto Players, but if
there is let me say here and now that
is not the group I am talking about.)
The evening was interesting
though not particularly edifying or
even entertaining. This is not to say
that the evening did not provide a
few laughs, for it did. And the purpose of this column is not to sneer or
criticize in a negative manner . For it
is fervently desired that the Palmetto
Players will grow and mature and

Please tum to page 10

Please tum to page 10

Please tum to page 10
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dining out
Continued from page 9

cooked with ham, onions, and
tomato. The beverages range from a
glass of wine with cheeses and fresh
fruits to Skull Creek coffee.
In spite of its brevity, the menu is
interesting. The food is well-prepared. Lunch prices are generally in the
$2 to $3.50 range. Dinner entrees
vary from about $4 to $7.
The restaurant has rooms to suit
several moods. In the narrow front
hall are photographs from Confederate days. In the "public room" or
tavern there are heavy beams, dark
wood and shadows. In the main dining room, rough boards are washed
white, trim is pale blue, and light
floods in the glass doors, reflecting
off the water.
Its neighbor, Fort Mitchel was
paradoxically a Union fort. In 1861 a
Union fleet of 51 ships attacked
Hilton Head Island, sending Confederates into a speedy retreat. The
invasion was to secure a permanent
base for supplying a fleet to blockade
Savannah and Charleston.
Now a string of earthen mounds in
heavy woods, the fort was built to
guard against Confederate counterattack. It was small with five or six
cannons mounted on a high bluff. It
was never attacked, but it remained
fully manned during the rest of the
war.
The Union Army held the whole
island with at one time as many as
23,000 troops stationed there. There
was also a large contingent of civilians operating sawmills, stores,
newspapers, hotels, and theaters.
Now the island is mainly a resort
and residential area. And the fort is a
lovely shady place to walk, with the
moat bridged and marshy waterfront
edged with a boardwalk.
The restaurant serves meals from
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and 6 to 10 p.m. It
is closed on Sundays.
Peggy Payne is a free-lance writer
from Raleigh, N. C.

leaves
Continued from page 9

showcasing selected titles among the
finest available publications in the
field of genealogy, concerning the
Carolinas and the Southeast in particular and America in general.
10

peacocks

1. U.S. Census Bureau

Continued from page 9

HEADS OF FAMILIES AT THE
FIRST CENSUS OF THE
UNITED STATES TAKEN IN
THE YEAR 1790.
Orig. pub. Washington, D.C.,
Government Printing Office,
1907-08. Reprinted 1961-64.
Spartanburg, S.C. 12 vols.
Available by states.
All volumes 8 112 x 11" Set $147
South Carolina:
150 pp. maps; index

$12

North Carolina:
292 pp. maps; index

$15

Virginia:
189 pp. maps; index

$12

Pennsylvania:
426 pp. maps; index

$18

Maine:
105 pp. maps; index

$9

Vermont:
95 pp. maps; index

$9

Rhode Island:
71 pp. maps; index

$9

Maryland:
189 pp. maps; index

$12

New Hampshire:
146 pp. maps; index

$9

Connecticut:
227 pp. maps; index

$12

New York:
308 pp. maps; index

$15

Massachusetts:
363 pp ..maps; index

$15

This set is an essential tool for
locating most Revolutionary
ancestors and many immigrant
ancestors. Listing heads of families at the time of the adoption of
the Constitution, each volume
has maps of the state on the
inside covers and most volumes
have a fold-out map as well.
Lists are generally given in order
of visitation, showing neighbors.
This will be a most excellent addition to your genealogical library.

improve from year to year and from
play to play. Lord knows they sure
do have a long way to go.
Of course the condition for improvement is not particularly fertile in
many smaller community areas of
South Carolina simply because there
is no real climate for criticism and if
you don't know what you are doing
wrong or right it is very difficult to
know how to go about improving.
But perhaps this column may help
and may serve as some critical yardstick of some little value.
First of all, let it be said that any
community and especially the moving spirits behind the formation of
any local community theatre group is
to be commended for their efforts
and enthusiasm in getting a theatre
group started. It is an often argued
point whether not-very-good local
theatre is better than no live theatre
at all. I for one am on the side of
those who believe that some live
theatre is better than no live theatre.
My hat is off to the local guiding
lights, even more so since their first
organization meeting was held in the
fall and their first production debuted
some four months later-no small
task when one considers that the
period spans the holiday-jammed
Thanksgiving,
Christmas,
New
Year's period.
But although commendable, the
Palmetto Players should also be reminded, although with firm gentleness (whatever that means) that the
theatre, while excellent therapy (as
well as hard work) for the players,
should also make some sort of valid
educational contribution. To use it
merely as a gallery to display what
acting talent the community might
possess is patently unfair. When you
ask someone to pay $2 or $3 (which
admittedly is not a lot) and even
more important ... to spend two or
three hours of their time and concentration, the audience deserves something more for its money than seeing
Cousin Eunice flap about the stage.
This play, true, was a beginning,
something less than lustrous, but that
is understandable since to err is
human. And the Palmetto Players
erred in a number of ways, perhaps a
few more than was really necessary
Please turn to page 64
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bicentennial intelligencer
Academy Award winner Joanne
Woodward , formerly of Greenville , will
return to South Carolina in February to
perform in a Greenville Little Theatre
production after an absence of 27 years .
Little Theatre Director Robert H. Mclane, Miss Woodward's high school
drama instructor and longtime mentor ,
said recently in making the announcement of her return, "We are especially
pleased that one of America's great
actresses is coming home to appear in
one of America's great plays , Glass
Menagerie , during the Bicentennial
celebration ." Readying her schedule to
arrive for rehearsals in late January ,
Miss Woodward was interviewed by
telephone just before Christmas by
Norvin C. Duncan , Greenville broadcast journalist, who called her at home
in Beverly Hills.
ND: Ho.w do you feel about coming
back to appear in Glass Menagerie after
27 years , playing the role of the mother,
instead of the daughter, as you did in
1949?
JW: I'm terrified . .. I really am . I was
very naive when I played Laura years
ago. I didn't know anything about acting
and relied enormously on Bob Mclane
and just had a wonderful time . Now , of
course, I know a great deal more about
acting and a great deal more about this
play, and I'm terrified that at this time
I'm not quite right for it yet; but I'm
grateful to Bob for at least letting me
attempt it.
ND: You 've done so many things
and had such a tremendous career
during these years , in theatre , television
and movies-is it too much to ask what
has been most satisfying to you?
JW: I wish I could answer . . .. it is
very difficult-different things in different ways . I did a play ten years ago that
I loved doing. It was not very succesful ,
but it was fun , and a part I hadn't tried
before, and very satisfying. I've found
the things that are most satisfying are
the things I found most difficult . . .
which is probably why I'm really looking
forward to playing Amanda [in Glass
Menagerie].
ND: Your very first movie was in
1955- Count Three and Pray- and J'/1
always remember how you came back
to Greenville on a promotion trip , and
January 1976

we had the pleasure of interviewing you
on TV. Those promotion efforts, plus
your fine work in the picture , certainly
paid off . .. . it was sort of a "sleeper, "
wasn 't it?
JW: Yes, it was . .. and it still shows
up regularly on television . I even named
one of my daughters after a character in
it.
ND: Your Academy Award came
two movies later- Three Faces of Eve
-which involved rather complex dramatic characterizations - but since then
you 've demonstrated so much versatility , I wonder which type of role you
prefer?
JW: I don't prefer any particular
type . I simply prefer playing something
that does not relate to me personally .
I'm about to do the Carol Burnett Show
right after Christmas , and I told Carol
that the thing that almost terrifies me is
the idea of coming on with my own
face . I don 't know how to do it, so it will
be interesting to try .
ND: Your very talented husband,
Paul Newman , has co -starred with you
on Broadway and in quite a number of
movies - and hasn 't he served as
director for several of your films ?
JW: Yes, he's directed two of them .
Beautifully, needless to say , as he does
everything else . He directs very well .
ND: Do I recall correctly that you
said , sometime ago , that Rachel ,
Rachel was a sort of turning point in
your career?
JW: Well, I don't know that it was
actually a turning point .. . I think it sort
of solidified everything for me that I had
been taught about acting. I had a wonderful acting teacher-his name was
Sanford Meisner-another wonderful
acting teacher, I should say , because I
also had Bob Mclane. But Sandy
Meisner always said it takes 20 years to
make an actor , and I never really understood what he meant until I did Rachel
and realized for the first time that my
instrument, if you will , was operating at
my control , and I really knew how to
deal with it without having to study in
anguish every moment , as I had up till
then . Of course , now I'll have to study
in anguish all over again for this part.
ND: How about the matter of your
family life .. .. the children are rather

grown up now, I'm sure?
JW: We still have a ten-year-old ,
who's our baby. Between the two of us
we have six-five girls and one boyand they go from ten to twenty-five .
ND: Do you encourage any of the
children toward acting?
JW: Not particularly , although two
have turned out to be actors . Scott is
acting and doing rather well , and
Susan-my oldest stepdaughter-is
studying acting in New York and has
done one play . And of course , our
eldest daughter Nell , 16 , played me as a
child in Rachel, Rachel , and was my
daughter in Gamma Rays . . . not
because she particularly wanted to be
an actress-it just happened to be she
was right for the part.
ND: You have many fans , I know ,
who are happy about your interest in
the environment, ecology , conservation -do you have much time for this
these days?

JW: I devote as much time as I can .
As a matter of fact , this afternoon I just
came back from doing a spot for autistic
children , because autism in children is a
subject there's not a lot done about , and
we 're trying to solve that problem . . .
ND: You divide your time between
California and the East Coast?
JW: For the most part we live in the
East. We happen to be in California this
year because I've been doing some television work , and Paul was doing a
picture in Canada ... which happened
to be this side of Canada .... so it was
easier for him to get home . It was nice
for a change.

ND: Do you have any regrets at all
about your career?
JW: Any regrets? Yes! Yes , I regret
that I didn 't study singing more seriously
when I was young . I started out studying singing , and I sang very well , but I
didn't devote much energy to it because
I was so busy acting . I wish I had
worked more with it, because an actor is
better off if equipped in as many areas
as possible . . . . I'm sorry I can't do
musicals, but I'm trying to remedy that.
I'm taking singing lessons, and I've been
dancing for some ten years. Of course ,
it's a little late for me to do Swan Lake .
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palmetto profiles
E.H. Brown
or years , Columbia optometrist
E.H. (Buck) Brown has been particularly concerned about children's
v1s1on. Although he explained to his
young patients the importance of good
vision habits , he continued to see the
tragic results of needless eye accidents.
"I kept wishing someone would come
up with an effective way to educate
children in eye safety and care ," said
Dr . Brown , a genial, former Carolina
football player and father of four . "One
day , I stopped waiting and started thinking of what I could do."
Dr. Brown drew on his 15 years in
practice and his fondness for storytelling
to draft several tales with animal characters emphasizing the need for regular
eye check-ups and adequate light for
reading and telling how poor vision
causes problems at school and in sports .
Throughout the stories is reinforcement
for the Optometric Creed , "Next to life ,
vision is our greatest gift ."
His enthusiasm for the project, too
expensive for individual funding, spread
to the Southern Council of Optometrists
which agreed to underwrite the program . In February 1974, Suzy Squirrel,
Randy Racoon and their friends came
to the screen in a full-color, animated
cartoon , "Dr. Tom and His Magic
Tree ."
Dr. Tom is a turkey who examines
the various little animals and gives a
victory wink each time he bests The
Blurs , two humorous villians who cause
eye problems . The fast-paced cartoon,
originally planned to appeal primarily to
school children , has been a hit with
adult audiences , too.
Requests are pouring in from all over
the United States to the University of
South Carolina Instructional Services
Library which distributes "Dr. Tom ."
The library's five rental copies are in
continuous circulation and demands are
heavy , also, for the teaching aids developed by USC to accompany the film.
These include instructional booklets and
clip-on Dr. Tom buttons (straight pin
catches are too dangerous) .
He has been named South Carolina

F
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Optometrist

Optometrist of the Year and Optometrist of the Year in the South for his
dedication to this and other projects.
"When we presented the film for the
several thousand delegates at the
Southern Council of Optometrists convention , I was naturally quite apprehensive . Sitting on the front row , I
couldn't turn around to see what their
reactions were . At the end, we sat for a
full ten seconds before a thunderous
applause broke out," said Dr. Brown,
grinning. "The highlight for me was a
woman coming up , shaking my hand
and saying with great feeling , 'It's finally
come-a message for children. We've
been waiting a long time for this ."'
One extra benefit of "Dr. Tom"-the
viewe: finally learns the proper pronounciation for a universal tonguetwister , optometry (op-tom-e-tree) .
"The people involved in Dr . Tom's
production became quite caught up in
the project ," explained Dr. Brown who
headed the Council's film committee .

''To keep the cartoon at ten minutes
and stay within our budget, we had to
cut the sequence on eclipses . One of
the Allend'Or cartoonists, who had
damaged an eye looking straight into
the sun during an eclipse, convinced the
company president to leave it in . They
gave us the extra four and one-half
minutes , and I can tell you , that was an
expensive gift. "
The success of "Dr. Tom ," one of the
educational winners in the Birmingham ,
Ala ., Film Festival, has Dr. Brown, his
wife and family in a spin . Although his
interests range from bird hunting , horseback riding and gardening to active participation in the USC Association of
Letterman , most of Dr. Brown's efforts
in the last 2 years have been directed at
promoting "Dr. Tom ."

Ellen Henderson is a free-lance writer
from Columbia .

Sandlapper

Helen von Kolnitz Hyer
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Poet Laureate

S

ome people consider me too old,
passe, to have been named poet
laureate of South Carolina. All I
can say is, when I speak about poetry,
it's the voice of experience."
Mrs. Helen von Kolnitz Hyer of
Charleston may joke about herself, but
she's serious about poetry. Since her
first poem was printed when she was 17
(in Romance magazine, 32 lines at 10
cents a line) she's had three volumes of
poetry published and written several
books for younger readers. In 1974, as
a crown to her long career, former Gov .
John C. West appointed her poet laureate, succeeding the late Archibald Rutledge. "I couldn't believe it," Mrs. Hyer
says. "It's just not the sort of thing that
happens to me. But I'm quite proud of
the honor, especially since Gov. West
chose me, and he has a master's degree
in English literature!"
But how does one become a poet?
What provides the inspiration for
poems? For Mrs. Hyer, it's been a combination of interest in history and a
strong urge to find adventure, then
write about the experiences.
When growing up, Mrs . Hyer spent
six months of the year in Mount
Pleasant where her father, Judge Frederick von Kolnitz, had a cotton plantation. "We'd sit on the porch in the
morning and hear reveille coming from
Ft. Moultrie. Then we'd look across the
harbor to Ft. Sumter and see a glint of
sun reflecting off the sentry's bayonet.
That was a good start for me-history
was alive" she says. Tales from fishermen along the beach also provided her
with ideas for poems. Spirituals sung by
the family's maid suggested more subjects and several poems came out of
visits she made to her father's cotton
gin, where workers were endowed with
eerie characteristics as cotton lined their
faces.
After graduating in the first class of
Ashley Hall's upper school where she
wrote the school song, Mrs. Hyer entered Simmons College in Boston.
There she won a poetry prize, made the
varsity basketball team and established a
running broad-jump record that lasted
20 years-all during her freshman year.
When World War I began, she moved
back to Charleston to begin the first of
January 1976

ner involvements with war efforts, becoming statistician for the War Savings
Stamp Service . After the war, she
became curator of public instruction for
the Charleston Museum. This position
was somehow appropriate since her
grandfather, Francis Simmons Holmes,
formed the Charleston Museum from
collections scattered across the city at
various locations.
The start of World War II brought her
family back to the Charleston area
again. Mrs. Hyer was put in charge of
payroll and personnel matters at Ft.
Moultrie. During this period, the Hyers
lived in the last house on the front beach
on Sullivan's Island-a location that
brought even more excitement to the
poet's life. Living behind blackout curtains in a house beyond the submarine
control net and hearing first dogs, then
mounted soldiers patroling the beach
every night provided Mrs. Hyer with
additional material. "I wrote a lot of
poetry during that time," and she continued attending writers' group meetings
in Charleston, afterwards often being
escorted from the bus to her home by a
soldier .
After the war, Mrs. Hyer and her
family spent a year in New York, then
two years in Florida, returning to
Charleston in 1947. Today, when not
attending writers' conferences or visiting
poetry societies across the state, Mrs.
Hyer can be found working in the
Mount Pleasant nursery owned by her

daughter and son-in-law or helping care
for her grandsons who seem to have a
penchant for sports-related injuries.
A founder of the South Carolina
Poetry Society, Mrs. Hyer served as
president of the group for two terms,
and is a member of six other poetry
societies. Although she's attained a high
honor in being named state poet, Mrs.
Hyer has no wish to rest on her laurels.
She hopes to interest young people in
poetry and see that their efforts are appreciated .
"I feel as if it's my responsibility now
to get youngsters interested in poetry .
There are so many fascinating things
going on in the world and verse can be
such a satisfying way to interpret these
events. Young people need guidance ,
perhaps, in their writings, but criticism
should never be so harsh that the aspiring poet leaves feeling hurt, and
wondering what's the use in trying to
write poetry."
Through her poems, Mrs. Hyer has
accomplished several goals-writing
about little-known historical incidents so
that they become public knowledge,
allowing readers to share her sense of
adventure and proving through her
verse that poetry isn't art or a form of
communication but is, primarily, a way
of life.
Karen Amrhine is a columnist for the
Charleston News and Courier.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY
I tire
of asking questions
that receive replies
I tire
of making the world
a better place to die
I am a Gothic man
with Baroque tendencies
dangerous to health
At all costs
keep out of reach
[if swallowed whole
induce rebirth)
Robert Lima
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ATLAS

(From the garden) punctured conversation
thumps along the ground and strays
near an open window. I hear tones rise
and fall in watery gyration.
A winterbound insect comments toward the wood
where once interceded the lambheaded wheat
and newly clipped hay piled high . Scented.
In one aspect these interchanges
resemble birds' authoratative trillings .
Crisp finales culled . The simple scoldings.
And humming insects
pull electricity like a thread
through the long summer;
halt abruptly and hang head down at last.
Soon gnawing my inner ear, the gnarl of flowers
wilting . I ascertain a losing, a pitch, a gain,
a bull's wooing; in the darkness its low lament
broadening in the landscape. Lingering.
The insects suspend and renew and suspend.
And the deflated talk rolls by in its heads,
a sphere in a sphere spinning.
- Deirdra Baldwin
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or want of a nail the shoe was lost; for want of a shoe
the horse was lost; and for want of a horse the rider
was lost; being overtaken and slain by the enemy, all
for want of care about a horse-shoe nail," wrote Benjamin Franklin. Whether or not the members of the
Council of Safety read this bit of wisdom (they probably
did) , they were acting on its principles when they decided
to send a commission to the South Carolina Back Country. A nail in the summer of 1775 might well save an
American rider in a not too far distant battle. Accordingly
on July 23 , the Council elected the Hon. William H.
Drayton and the Rev. William Tennent "to make a
progress into the Back Country, to explain to the people
the causes of the present disputes between Great Britain
and the American Colonies." The commissioners were to
carry copies of the Association adopted by the Council of
Safety (a pledge to unite in defense of South Carolina)
and obtain as many signatures as possible. Three days
later , President Henry Laurens drew up a second commission addressed to the Rev. Oliver Hart: 'The Council
of Safety having had it represented to them that your
presence in the Western and Northern frontiers of this
Colony may be of great service ... " The three men were
informed that they would travel at public expense and
"were authorized to call upon all and every Officer of the
Militia and Rangers for . . . support and protection."
During parts of the journey Col. Richard Richardson and
Capt. Joseph Kershaw were to accompany them. Who
were these three men chosen for this historic journey ,
and what were they like?

William Henry Drayton, Gentleman
W.H. Drayton , age 33, patrician of Drayton Hall on
the Ashley, was born to wealth, married greater
wealth and acquired still more wealth. He was educated in England and elected to the Commons House
while still in his 20s. His resistance to Great Britain was a
piece of the evidence that the American Revolution , at
least in its early phase , was not as much a matter of liberty
or death as of economics-not poor men's bid for freedom , but rich men 's protest over disruptions of their commerce . However, as in most instances, Drayton's case
was not that simple. He was "full of contradictions ...
devoted to a cause, but self-serving ; courageous, but declined a duel . . learned, but ignorant .... He was a
conservative; he was a radical . ... an ardent royalist; as
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stout a patriot as any ... showed industry, and a daring
which was sometimes foolhardy. He always had supreme
confidence in his own ability: though without legal training , he did not hesitate to seek and accept a judgship . . .
though without military or naval experience , he assumed
command of troops and of a naval vessel .... Drayton's
service to the Revolutionary cause in South Carolina was
enormous. He profoundly affected the course of events
in his province and in his country. " He probably volunteered to make the journey to the back country.

William Tennent III, Scholar

T

ennent was another kind of aristocrat. As a Tennent,
he was heir of some of the brightest minds in the
New World. No family in the 18th Century exerted
more influence on religious life in the colonies, and especially on the Presbyterians , than the Tennents. Their
religious zeal was equaled only by their love of learning.
William I, first of the American line, founded the Log
College in 1727 that was to be "the parent of all subsequently founded Christian institutions in the Presbyterian
denomination including Princeton." All graduates of the
Log College, but one, became Presbyterian preachers
and their active participation in the Great Awakening
vastly vitalized and expanded Presbyterianism in the
Middle Colonies .
In the Log College the elder Tennent educated his four
sons for the ministry. His grandsons chose medicine and
the ministry in about equal numbers . William Ill was one
of the grandsons. From the College of New Jersey
(Princeton) he received baccalaureate and master's
degrees, and from Harvard a second master's. He was
married soon afterward and in 1771 became pastor of the
Independent Church of Charleston. Both he and his
father, William Jr., a Presbyterian minister noted both for
his gentleness and his scholarship, were early supporters
of the American side in the Revolution. Though William
Ill had been a citizen of South Carolina only four years in
1775, he was a member of the Committee of Intelligence
of the Congress, and his choice by the Council of Safety
as a Commissioner to the back-country was an astute
one. Besides , a large part of the Back-Country population were Presbyterians and his influence would be useful. The Council of Safety knew this .
A memorial tablet in his church attributes him with
judgment , energy, zeal , boldness, and claims that "of
every social virtue he was a bright example."
Sandlapper

THE ROUTES OF DRAYTON, TENNENT, AND HART: 1775

strongly influenced by his old neighbors, the Tennents .
His personality was characterized by humility , gentleness,
but stern determination . He lacked the self-confidence of
Drayton and Tennent . For at least the second time in his
life , he was a conscript; but he was convinced of the rightness of the American cause and his sense of duty drove
him on . He was cautious and uneasy throughout the
journey, as revealed in the sketchy style of his diary ,
which is not evident in most of the journals he kept for
more than 50 years.

One Job- Three Approaches
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Oliver Hart, Minister
art did not belong to the aristocracy, either of wealth
or learning . More than Drayton or Tennent, he identified with the class of people to whom the commission was sent-the self-made American pioneers. At 52,
he was much the oldest of the three commissioners. He
was born in Bucks County, Pa., where Tennent's grandfather located his Log College; and though he was almost
a neighbor, he did not attend the school. His parents
were poor Baptists who could afford for him only "a plain
English education," after which he earned his living as a
carpenter. The course of his life changed in 1749 when
the Baptist congregation in Charleston, S.C. appealed to
a group of ministers in Philadelphia to find them a pastor.
The ministers decided that Hart was the man and insisted
that he go . He had a strong sense of duty and after careful consideration, accepted ordination and took a ship to
Charleston . The Charleston Baptists had not been notified that he was coming, but they regarded his arrival as
an act of Providence. He did not let them down, but
served them energetically for 30 years. He applied himself to a course of private studies, gathered a library and
was described as obtaining "a respectable knowledge of
the learned languages, and an intimate acquaintance
with the best authors in our own ."
When chosen for the journey to the Back Country, he
had been in South Carolina for 26 years and was the
recognized leader of Low-Country Baptists . He was, in
fact, one of the most respected Baptists anywhere. As
organizer of the Charleston Baptist Association, he is regarded as the founder of the Baptist denomination in
South Carolina and the father of education among South
Carolina Baptists through his program for educating
ministers . In this work, as well as evangelism, he was
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he Council of Safety could hardly have chosen three
more different men than Drayton, Tennent and
Hart, and though cooperating, they took different
approaches to the assignment. Drayton "ordered musters ," "issued orders ," "harangued, " reasoned and
threatened. Hart "talked," "preached," "consulted, "
"labored with" and "expounded." Tennent employed the
methods of both of his colleagues . He "harangued ,"
"spoke," "joined in debates," "formed volunteer companies," "preached" and "inspected fortifications." The
three actually made not one journey, but three journeys
during the same period of time. Several times two were
together, but all three were together on only three occasions . Different though they were in most respects ,
they were of the same mind about this assignment . All
were deadly serious , to the point of grimness . And all
were convinced, of course, they were right and those
loyal to the crown were wrong . In such a spirit, Oliver
Hart hitched his horse , loaded copies of the Association
into his saddlebags and departed alone from Charleston
on July 31. The last to be appointed, he was the first to
leave . His route paralleled the Cooper River to Monck's
Corner. At Eutaw Springs he learned that Col. Fletchall
had replied to the copy of the Association sent him by the
Council of Safety . Fletch all did not want a quarrel with
anybody; he preferred peace with the colonists, but he
wasn't backing down on his loyalty to the kind and he
wasn't signing, Selah . Hart decided he might need some
reinforcements. He dispatched a letter to another Baptist
preacher named John Newton to meet him either at
Congaree Meeting House or Fairforest Meeting House.
Proceeding northward , he dined at Col. Thompson's
(later Ft. Motte) and ferried the Congaree into present
Richland County . There he spent three nights in Baptist
homes and made note at one place that "I had the
pleasure of sleeping on a good Bed ." (Hart must have
had a bad back; he rated hospitality by the comfort , or
lack of it, of his bed .) In this area (known then as the
Congarees) he opened his campaign to win the Back
Country. "I communicated my Business to Mr. Hirons ,
who approved of the Scheme and wished me Success ."
Convincing this neighborhood was easy because Joseph
Reece, the pastor at Congaree Baptist Meeting House ,
was a vigorous whig. After Hart had preached at his
church , Reece agreed to go along and take part in the
campaign . The two crossed the Congaree , going westward, close to present Columbia , to Col. John Chestnut's . There they met Drayton and Tennent who had
followed Hart's route, omitting the cross-over into the
Congarees. The three commissioners conferred and
17

plotted their routes and schedules. Col. Chestnut was
paymaster of a troop of rangers encamped near Congaree Store , a trading posts located near present West
Columbia. Hart spent only one night there , crossed
Saluda River at Weaver's Ferry "about 7 miles above the
Fork" (of Saluda and Broad Rivers) and proceeded
northward on a road parallel and west of Broad River.
Drayton and Tennent remained three more days at
Chestnut's . At Congaree Store Drayton and Tennent met
theirfirst opposition. The Germans of Saxe-Gotha , satisfied with life under George III and fearful he might revoke
their land grants , refused to a man to attend the meeting
Drayton called . Also , they were afraid the rangers were
camped nearby to force them to sign the Association . As
for the rangers , they were disappointed that supplies they
had been promised were not received and they mutinied .
Suddenly the commissioners and officers had all they
could handle . Drayton shifted to a hard-sell line . He told
the Germans and rangers (some of whom had gone over
to Fletchall) that if they didn't sign the Association , they
could not trade at the Congaree Store and they could not
drive their produce to Charleston to sell . If he couldn't
appeal to their patriotism (Drayton recognized only one
patriotism) , he could reach them with economics-perhaps . He ordered the rangers moved to Amelia (St .
Matthews) .
After attending a nearby muster and an election , with
uncertain results at both , Drayton left Chestnut's and
followed Hart's northwestward route across the Saluda ,
paralleling the Broad . Tennent crossed the Broad into
present Fairfield and Chester Counties . He spent the
night at Capt. Woodward's near present Winnsboro ,
preached at two nearby churches and put in a bad night
fighting bed bugs after a fatiguing day on horseback. He
had , for a time , given up the chaise in which he and
Drayton had left Charleston . The inhabitants of this area
were more responsive than the Germans , eagerly signing
Tennent's Association and enlisting in the volunteer
companies he was raising . At the time appointed, August
17, he crossed back over the Broad to meet Drayton and
Hart at Fletchall's (about three miles west of present
Union .)
The week earlier, Hart and Reece crossed Ennoree
River close to its confluence with Broad (a few miles
below present Whitmire) into present Union County. At
Wadlington's where they had breakfast on Aug. 10, Hart
made note of a special treat. His host served coffee . (Hart
probably would have refused tea.) Reece and Hart were
joined by John Newton when they reached Fletchall's
territory . There they went to the home of a Baptist
preacher named Philip Mulkey , pastor of the Fairforest
Meeting House . Since Mulkey's land and the Meeting
House land adjoined Fletchall's, the guests were disappointed , though not surprised , that "upon discoursing
with Mr. Mulkey , found that He rather sides with ministerial Measures and is agt. those adopted by the country ,"
as the decoded diary reads . Mulkey did not let politics interfere with Christian hospitality, however , and gave his
guests a cordial welcome . At one point Hart felt he rather
overdid the hospitality ; he insisted on a foot-washing
ceremony .' I consented ," recorded Hart, "after declaring
that I did not believe it to be an ordinance of Christ. "
18

Confrontation at Fletchall's
rayton followed the same course as Hart across Ennoree and Tyger Rivers toward Fairforest Creek and
Fletchall's home by the falls . There early in the
morning on August 17 the three commissioners met Col.
Thomas Fletchall, chief leader of the Tories . In the perspective of 200 years , the meeting was the opening engagement of the American Revolution in South Carolina,
though no blood was shed and no powder was fired . The
ammunition was words and both sides were well supplied . It was a diplomatic , not a military engagement , but
a major confrontation it was .
Drayton apparently planned the meeting with Tennent
and Hart at Chestnut's ten days earlier and sent notices
ahead of his progress . The response he received must
have exceeded his expectations. Up to this time the commissioners had been meeting the grass-roots, with one
debate between two leaders and Drayton at King's Creek.
But at Fletchall's they faced all but two of the Tory leaders . They proved to be men of strength and resourcefulness equal to the Whigs . Besides Fletchall , there were
Maj . James Robinson , Lt . Col. Thomas Brown and one
of the Cunningham brothers . If the Tory leadership was
well represented , so was the Whig. Beside the three commissioners, there were Col. Richard Richardson , Capt .
Joseph Kershaw , and the two Baptist preachers invited
by Hart , Newton and Reece . It is likely that Joseph
Alexander, an influential Presbyterian minister of the
Back Country, was there , though the iournals do not sav .
They do indicate that a number of people were present ,
but fail to say how many and who they were . Drayton's
report to the Council of Safety reveals that the strategy
was to try to win our Fletchall . "Mr. Tennent and myself
after breakfast, engaged him in a private conversation ,
during three hours .
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We endeavored to explain everything to him. We
pressed them upon him ; and endeavored to show him,
that we had confidence in him . We humoured him. We
laughed with him . Then we recurred to argument ,
remonstrances , and entreaties, to join his country, and all
America. All that we could get from him was this: 'He
would never take up arms against his king' . . . ."
Drayton and Tennent managed to exact one promise
from Fletchall . His Provincial Militia had a mustering
ground at John Ford's where Cedar Creek enters the
Enoree River (area of Battle of Musgrove's Mill in 1780).
At a muster at Ford's a month earlier, Fletchall had failed
to obtain a single signature to the Association . (Fletchall ,
of course , didn't sign himself .) Drayton and Tennent
exacted a promise that Fletchall would call another
muster at Ford's the following Tuesday (August 23) and
give them the opportunity of addressing the troops about
signing . As noted before, Fletchall agreed , though reluctantly . The conference of the three men must have
taken place out of doors-by the falls, or in the woods.
When they returned to Fletchall's house, the colonel told
Brown , Cunningham and Robinson about his promise,
and the storm broke . The men vehemently objected,
everybody apparently joined in the dischordant din and
the arguments continued into the night. Drayton wrote
that "Brown's bitterness and violence is [sic] intolerable.
Sandlapper

He has in various ways insulted us , during our twentyfour hours stay at Fletchall's as if he wanted to provoke
me to violence . . . . I almost lost my caution ... the
Colonel bid him go to bed ." Tennent recorded "Some
angry discourse between Brown and Drayton sent us to
bed ."
Thus the crowd dispersed and the day closed with only
one thing clear: the engagement had ended in a draw .
The commissioners had won no Tory leader to the
American cause , and the Loyalists had wooed no Rebel
back into the fold of George III . Both sides gained insights
into each other's position . The Tories realized , perhaps
for the first time , that this was no temporary spat over
petty issues. The commissioners recognized that these
rugged leaders had to be squelched or seized , or the entire Back Country might be lost to the American cause .
The assortment of guests sleeping under Fletchall's
roof the night of August 17 was enough to make the mice
in the attic laugh. It is evident from the journals that Tennent , Drayton and Brown were Fletchall's guests , and
probably Robinson and Cunningham . (Politics does
make strange roommates .) Hart had been staying part of
the time with Mulkey , the Tory Baptist preacher, and
with one of his parishioners, Nehemiah Howard, the rest
of the time. Hart described Howard as "more considerate
of national affairs than any I have met with in these
parts ." It was a miniature of the whole schizophrenic situation in South Carolina in 1775.

Hart also left Fairforest on the 18th and followed the
same direction as Drayton toward Lawson's Fork . His
destination , besides a Baptist meeting house , was the
home of Capt. John Woods , where he found "a good
bed ." Hart observed that Woods' "Men are on the side of
liberty , and have signed the association , although he
belongs to Fletchall's regiment . The people are in general
on the Congress side ."
One of the few happy occasions of the commission
occurred on Monday , August 20 , at Capt. Waford's on
Fork of Tyger (about 12 miles south of present Spartanburg) . Drayton and Hart rode down from Lawson's Fork

On with the Journey

E

arly on the 18th , Tennent took his leave of Fairforest , accompanied by Joseph Alexander , the
Presbyterian preacher . After speaking at a Presbyterian meeting house nearby, they re-crossed the Broad
River into present York County to attend troop musters
and harangue the populace who crowded the meetinghouses . Although the Tory military leaders discouraged
their troops from hearing the Commissioners, all the
journals attest that crowds greeted them everywhere .
Whatever was bothering the Low Country, the Back
Country wanted to find out about it.
From Fletchall's , Drayton rode off to Lawson's Fork
(near present Spartanburg) to visit his ironworks and
confer with officers of Provincial Militia in that area .
Meanwhile, Tennent dispatched one of the most important reports of the journey to the Council of Safety: a
report of the day at Fairforest, with a plea for understanding of the potential rebellion of the Back Country . He
repeated Drayton's recommendations that economic
pressures be used. Drayton's reports insisted on some
military intervention . (He had trouble thinking of solutions in any other terms but force. He kept forgetting that
he had been sent to persuade and not coerce.) He
wanted troops of rangers to "lie on back of these people ."
Drayton wasn't altogether an alarmist . On the same day
he was writing the Council of Safety, Maj. Williams, from
his home at White Hall (near present Laurens) sent a
letter to the commander of Ft. Charlotte warning him to
be on guard for a group of disaffected citizens from near
Stephens Creek who might attack the fort. There was
enough sword-rattling to disturb ears much less alert than
Drayton's .
January 1976
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Col. Richard Richardson was an early supporter of the three emissaries from Charleston.
Later In the war, after his death, his home
would be burned and his grave desecrated
before his wife's eyes.

to join a large gathering of people who had come to hear
about the troubles in the Low Country . None of the Tory
leaders was present, and Drayton , on the expense
account of the Council of Safety, served a barbecued
beef, thus establishing a Southern political tradition .
Reece, who could sing as well as pray and preach, performed for the attentive crowd. Drayton spoke and 70
responded to his altar-call to sign the Association. The
muster at John Ford's was a scant two days away .

Near-Violence at Ford's

D

rayton wasn't optimistic about the meeting at Ford's .
After the day with Fletchall and Company at Fairforest, he expected insults and even violence. For
the third and last time on the journey, the three commissioners were together. Also present were Fletchall, Moses
Kirkland, Brown and both Patrick and Robert Cunningham, but only a fragment of their troops . The muster was
a failure ; Tennent explained "the Captains had dissuaded
their people from coming and met only about two
hundred and seventy men. The gang of leaders was
there , all double armed with pistols ." [Drayton also was
armed.] Hart described the event: "Mr. Drayton first
spoke and spoke well to the purpose. Kirkland then rose
up and opposed him . . . Mr. Drayton resented personal
reflections ; wild altercations insued . Col. Fletchal [sic]
stepped in and the fray ended . Mr. Tennent then spoke a
long time , was warm and affecting, Brown interrupted
him several times, but to little purpose, for the people dif-
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William Henry Drayton's actions "profoundly
affected the course of events In his province and
his country." The Low-Country plutocrat was
apparently itching for a fight-and he got one.

fered ; and about 60 signed the association ."
For Drayton , the day at Ford's was a turning point.
Hereafter , he would give his time to raising troops and
strengthening Ft. Charlotte and Ninety-Six. Tennent and
Hart could continue their program of gentle persuasion.
Hart spent two or three days along Duncan's Creek
"laboring with" .Thomas Norris, a pro-Crown Baptist
preacher, and obtaining, after some delay, permission
from some pro-Crown Presbyterian elders to preach in
their meeting house. He then turned southward through
present Laurens County to preach at another Presbyterian meeting house on Little River. Meanwhile, Tennent also crossed present Laurens County , then the
Saluda River toward the Long Canes settlement, home
of Patrick Calhoun .

Reaction after Ford's

B

ack in Charleston the Council of Safety read Drayton's and other reports from the Back Country with
alarm . Was this hot-headed fight-picker about to get
the province into civil war? Should they recall him to
Charleston or back him up? If they didn't support him ,
the Tories might indeed take over the Back Country . By
a narrow vote , they decided to support him.
Drayton wasn't the only one stirring a dust. The Tories
figured, as might be expected, that if this Low Country
plutocrat was going to invade their territory and try to
force ideas on them, they had better prepare to defend
themselves . Loyal subjects of the crown had their sideSandlapper

and their rights . The governor , Lord ·William Campbell ,
had been influencing them all he could, passing advice
and documents and encouraging their counter-association . Tennent's claim that "a dark design appears to sit
upon the brow of the leaders" was hardly an exaggeration .
News that Kirkland had raised a large force of loyalists
to attack Augusta and Ft . Charlotte was enough of a dark
design for Drayton . Assuming dictatorial powers, he
ordered a three-prong operation : Maj. Williamson with
300 men to Harlens Ford above Augusta , Col. Thomson
with "his rangers and as near 300 militia as he can and
take Post at the Ridge, " Col. Richardson with 300 men to
take post near the mouth of Enoree "to be a check on
Fletchal's People in case they should show any intention
of assisting Kirkland ." The plan worked . Kirkland was so
surprised that he offered to surrender. When Drayton
refused , Kirkland fled for refuge to Lord Campbell in
Charleston .
In the meantime , Drayton sent word to Tennent to give
up the rest of his plans and return to Charleston . Someone needed to give the Council· of Safety a first-hand
report . Hart was already on his way home , but probably
was not informed about the military maneuvers.
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fter Kirkland fled , Brown and Cunningham joined
their troops and drew up near the Saluda River opposite Ninety-Six . Drayton's three forces then combined and faced the Tories on the southwest side of the
river. The two forces were only about ten miles apart .
The possibility of a fight alarmed both sides for neither
wanted it. Fletchall was low on ammunition and he
feared Drayton would receive reinforcements and really
overwhelm him. Drayton knew he could never explain to
the Council of Safety if he brought on civil war . He issued
a declaration that if Fletchall's troops would return home
peaceably, they would not be required to sign the Association . They must , however , promise not to assist British
troops in South Carolina . Fletchall , who truly wanted to
get along with both sides, signed . Cunningham and
Brown were furious , but for the present a truce existed
between the two sides .
The signed truce in hand undoubtedly brought great
relief to Drayton. He was glad to discharge his troops , call
quits to the journey and follow his fellow commissioners
back to Charleston. On the way , he stopped at Congaree
Store to meet and try to soothe a group of Cherokee
chiefs whom Richard Pearis had brought down from
Indian territory . As he distributed presents hastily sent
him from Charleston for the purpose , he assured the
Indians that they would receive the supplies and ammunition they wanted , and he took the opportunity to explain the dispute with England .

Hardships and Successes
harleston is only 200 miles from present-day Spartanburg , site of the fartherest extent of the journey.
In an age of four-lane highways , and fast , comfortable automobiles, it is easy to minimize the physical hardships of Drayton , Tennent and Hart . But they endured a
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audience appeared fully convinced ," "some disaffected
became converts ," "All Capt.-'s company cheerfully
subscribe[d], " "there remained not one who had not subscribed ," "those who had signed Fletchall's association ,
now subscribed to ours. "
The Results

A

great deal , as their journals record . A severe rainy season
occurred in August 1775: "hard rain ," "rode in the rain ,"
"swollen streams ," "horse nearly drowned ," "slept on
broken clay floor , all wet , the wind and damp blowing in
upon me ." At times it was hot : "In my life [I] never endured more burning heat of the sun ." Next to the
weather , the commissioners complained of the roads :
"worst road I almost ever saw ," "lost my way ." There
were assorted hardships : "horse ran away, " "rein broke ,
tore up the chaise ," "guide fell into the stream , lost his
saddle , was hurt . . . so I bled him ," "horses foundered ."
"The night spent no ways agreeably [in a tavern] owing to
the noise of a maniac ." "Fried pork and milk was a dish to
which necessity gave a high relish ."
As severe as the physical hardship were , the men
agonized even more over the frustrations to awakening
the Back Country to British abuses: "the pamphlet sent
up by the Governor has done much damage here ," "our
indignation was painful-for , we were obliged to conceal
it. " "Anxiety of mind on account of the opponents of
Liberty , robbed me of sleep until the break of day ."
In spite of discouragements and sufferings , nobody , in
all the trying weeks , proposed giving up or returning
home before the job was done . One reason, of course ,
lay in the commissioners' unshakable belief in their cause .
Another reason came from the steady stream of successes along the way. The men could hardly comprehend
the large-scale results that would reward them , but they
set down their daily encouragements as they progressed :
"they signed ," "the force of violence is broke here ," "the
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s there were three very different men who performed
their assignments in three different ways , there were
three larger scale successes . Drayton's use of force
brought a corresponding response . The trembling truce
he made with Fletchall lasted 48 days . On the second of
November, Patrick Cunningham seized a wagon-load of
ammunition headed for the Cherokees , and Col.
Williamson called out his men , setting off the well-known
"Snow Campaign ." In an engagement at Ninety-Six on
November 19 occurred the first bloodshed of the Revolution in South Carolina. Drayton literally began the
shooting war in the colony.
Tennent's strategy of reasoning caused numerous
backwoodsmen to face the issues for the first time . As a
result of his persuasiveness , many of them chose sides on
the spot. Some delayed. Of those who heard him , privately or from the pulpit , none could thereafter plead
ignorance about the quarrel between American colonists
and the British .
Hart also reasoned , both in and out of the pulpit . But
his account gives the impression of laying political differences before his hearers on moral and religious
grounds rather th .'m strictly reason . Repeatedly Hart pictures himself in the homes of the people , sitting around
the table , or talking into the night. His rapport with the
plain woodsmen made a more intimate relationship than
was possible with Drayton or Tennent. He probably did
not win nearly as many to his cause as Tennent, but he
helped sow seeds of confidence that were to come up
during the next five years throughout the Back Country.
In the dark days of 1780 after Charleston had surrendered to the British and Tarleton and Ferguson were
cutting up colonial forces in the Low Country and Pee
Dee , hopes burned low in South Carolina . Twenty-nme
prominent Charlestonians were shipped ott to pnson m
St . Augustine , and Henry Laurens was shut up in the
Tower of London . South Carolina needed a miracle .
And then , on October 7 at King's Mountain , it happened.
The mountain men from Tennessee , Virginia and the
Carolinas met Maj . Ferguson's forces and one of the decisive battles of the Revolution turned the tide in South
Carolina . Its results directly affected the whole war and
set the course for Yorktown a year later. Who were the
victorious men at King's Mountain? Men from the Back
Country . How many of them listened to Tennent in log
meeting houses or sat with Hart into the night? Who
spread the word to those who were not present? No one
knows. And no one can measure the extent or power of
influence . But who can help pondering the question: Did
the commission to the Back Country drive a nail in the
horseshoe in 1775?

Loulie Latimer Owens is a manuscripts assistant at South
Caroliniana Library and a free -lance writer from Irmo .
Sandlapper

This Place, This State,
This South Carolina
Surely it had suffered under the scars of stereotype, as all
Southern states had . Often, the other citizens of the country had
constructed a haphazard cartoon mosaic of its image: drunk, beetfaced, powder-haired men lurching down the warped steps of a
wisteria night; white girls armor-plated with pantaloons, reticently
squirming away from the steaming hands of their inbred, half-mad
suitors; "Coloreds" shuffling, buckling, bumbling, finally being
castrated by chalk-faced syphilitic boys who were urged on by a
sheriff with stalagmite teeth; black girls pounded in the cotton fields
squealing "Please, Gawd, No Mister Henry;" pickup trucks each
equipped with hippie-popping shotguns and shotgun racks, rolling
over Jesus-screaming "niggers" and mindless furry animals; politicians, posing as bastions of liberty, actually renewing their memberships in the KKK and snorting Jim Beam straight from a bottle in
their desks. Yes, it was from this, the fragments of Hollywood ,
hokem and hysteria, that South Carolina had to recover. For certainly the sad fact was that these dark, bittersweet, horrible, wonderful elements were in the land . But the times, the times were
moving inexorably. The state shook itself from itself and shifted
with the sunlight. And yet, these shadows of sensation were
cracked, battered, swept to the attic, pushed in the basement, but
were always-a part of the house.
-Franklin Ashley
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Ten o'clock in early June and already it's stifling,
even at 60 miles an hour. The live oaks glitter with
a dusty glaze, like iguanas in a net. And back-toback in the sparsely planted fields successive generations of rural Southern architecture angle for
the shade: abandoned weather-blackened farmhouses, their rusted tin roofs matted with shrivelled chlnaberrles. Bunkers of concrete block
painted pistachio green, their gaping picture windows the forlorn elegance of the fifties. And, like
vagrant submarines run aground, brazen as crows
in a cornfield, the mobile homes, their garish hues
the chic vulgarity of today. I have passed Orangeburg, heading southeast, but the landscape ls still
tediously familiar. Sweat strings my eyes as a furious wasp smashes against the vent. The highway
ahead detaches itself in a liquid mirage.
- Benjamin Dunlap
-H.D. Porter
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The writer who knows Charleston, who has lived there,
who has loved the city with an eye both young and passionate, understands that it is not within his powers to
describe the city in words. The writer comes to the city
wordlessly, dazzled by its beauty, its elegance, its tastefully understated simplicity and its silent homage to some
of the finest instincts of mankind. It is not a city for
writers. In writing about her, we feel again and again the
sting of our own inadequacy. There are only so many times
we like to be reminded of the limits of our gifts.
Charleston is the city of the painter and the photographer.
-Pat Conroy
January 1976
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-Noble Bretzman
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About 70 years after the Civil War ,
a popular suspicion began to
emerge that the South still remained incorrigibly unlike the rest
of the United States in some elemental and darkly meaningful way .
This suspicion provided , at the
least, a spectacular literary strike
which , in the time since then, has
been as exhaustively prospected as
the Sweetheart Lode-and even
now , the journalistic strip-mining is
still going on. There is this vision of
the white Southerner as the lost and
haunted Ishmael of American history-his abiding curse not that of
the enslaved , but worse, to have
been the enslaver-and no one has
proved any fonder of this proposition than certain cultivated circles of
white Southerners themselves . This
sense of comprising some special
outcast spiritual aristrocracy of guilt
and tribulation and unregeneracyas a kind of perversely chosen
people-has long had the most
tantalizing glamor for many white
Southerners .
But no matter how rococo a commonplace it's become, the simple
truth is that the South has , indeed ,
amounted to another , officially invisible country inside the map of the
United States . It has been like
American's Siciliy , or Corsica .
Nevertheless , there have been indications of late that it is ceasing to
intrigue the rest of the nation as it
has , off and on, for almost a century . One not negligible reason is
that the South , over the last two
decades , has been sedulously undertaking to metamorphize itself
into a replica of Cincinnati and
Santa Barbara .
-Marshall Frady
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The heart of Myrtle Beach is the
Pavilion , a rambling structure
jammed with gaming machines and
other such amusements , and its
facing carnival park , featuring the
usual roller coaster, bump- 'em cars
and tilt-a-whirls. In the center of this
park stands on oversized calliope ,
bleating its vulgar tune to the
crowded empty space . Like the
Beach itself, it is a magnificent construction, still preserving some of its
original beauty , but decorated
rather more garishly each year. The
eyes of the various figures have
been painted so that their gaze is
averted from any one of the spectators, yet even with such an aversion to direct contact , the satyrs at
either end have a lecherous look to
them . Calliope herself , placed in
the center, moves her right arm in
regular cadences, but just a bit out
of time with the music. Two small
cupids beat their drums sporadically , but each has a sadly broken arm ,
and their faces are downcast , as if in
fatigue or shame . In niches at the
extreme right and left, two dancers
twirl incessantly , whether music is
playing or not. The expressions all
express an ineffable , permanent
boredom , despite the insistent
gaiety of the music . It is no shock to
turn to the spectators and find the
same expression mirrored in their
stolid determination to enjoy themselves. Sadly, even among the
young, the laughter seems forced
and the eyes carry an empty , disenchanted look. The only joy is the
infectious hilarity of youngsters up
far past their normal bedtimes , riding garish minibikes in a fixed circle ,
honking fake horns and having the
time of their lives. But as the
evening wears on, even these joyful
innocents are drawn into the
mechanical exhaustion generated
by the calliope.
-William A . Mould
-Joel Nichols
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South Carolina is a sun exploded in
the sea, tangled in moss from the
trees -the sun and sky without
which we cannot live ....
- James Dickey
January 1976
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- Mark von Wehrden

Highway 301! "The Tobacco Trail: Main Street from the Eastern Seaboard to Fabulous Florida." If
you're a tourist coming down it from the north, Allendale begins somewhere around the Sun Tan
Motel and ends at Jolly Joe's. In between you find just what the billboards three miles outside of
town had promised: Howard Johnson's, Holiday Inn, the Bon Air, Quality Inn, Crescent Motel and
Restaurant, American, Texaco and Exxon gasoline , Jerry's Fireworks and Colonel Sanders' Kentucky Fried Chicken. Yessir, those yellow hunks of Kentucky Fried can be found in Allendale just like
the sign with the yellow-faced picture of the colonel said .
Like most of the others in town, the Sun Tan Motel has everything the American Traveler could
want: Master Charge, American Express, BankAmericard , AAA approval , color TV , pool , swings
and a restaurant where you can get "Delicious Breakfast: French Toast, Griddle Cakes and Eggs As
You Like Em." Those who want something different drive their own motel rooms. They can stay
near Allendale at River's Ridge State Park. Here, back in 1865, a handful of Confederate soldiers
behind earthen defenses managed to stop a Yankee army from crossing the Salkehatchie River for
two days. Now all it takes are a few outlets in the woods for water and electricity.
Jolly Joe's is a Southern classic in blaring yellow. Mostly it's a huge wooden facade painted with
big red apples and the words "Cold Cider." There is also a demeaning depiction of an American
Indian with a tomahawk in one hand and an exploding firecracker in the other. His wooden, cigar
store counterpart stands chained to a post outside the entrance to the unimposing structure behind
the facade, a position he shares with the Coke machine. Inside, an equally unimposing Jolly Joe ,
complete with cowboy boots and lavender shirt, dwells amidst the fireworks, Rebel flags, smoked
hams, rubber snakes, rubber alligators, rubber spears and, thinking back on it , maybe even rubber
hams that tourists come all the way from Paramus, N.J. to buy. And that's not all. There are bedspread tapestries, there are picture rugs and there are towels, T-shirts and crockery plastered with
saucy Americana as "My House is Clean Enough to be Healthy and Dirty Enough to be Happy," or
"Candy is Dandy but Sex Won't Rot Your Teeth." You can even buy a little plastic outhouse with a
functioning hillbilly inside.
-Donald R. Sutherland
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When I was a boy in Columbia, in the early forties, Weaver Jeffcoat,
who operated a bootleg shot house, hired me for a quarter an hour to sit
on his porch swing as a lookout. Weaver sold a two-ounce drink for 20
cents, a half-pint for 50, a pint for one dollar and a half-gallon for three.
My job was to watch for the Law.
They came every week. Always out of the sun. Always in low black
Fords. Always fast. They'd charge hard, brake hard and come sliding the
last 20 or 30 feet with all four doors open. The sheriff and his deputies
would hit the ground running, and in the boiling red dust of Calhoun
Street every neighbor on the block would gather in the drain ditch, and
every coon hound and yapper in "The Bottom" would join in the chorus.
Weaver, who as a master plumber, carpenter, mason, electrician and
welder, and who could have made a good career out of any of the trades
but chose instead to run moonshine back in the swamp and bootleg in
town, had the porch wired. When I spotted the law, I'd press a button, and
Weaver would pull the plug on the whiskey he was storing in his 50-gallon
industrial sink. A straight four-inch pipe that looked more like an artillery
piece than anything in the plumbing manual dropped the 50 gallons to
the sewer in seconds, and by the time the Law had crossed the yard,
rushed up the steps, flashed the search warrant and made it to the deep
sink, Weaver would be sloshing in coffee grounds or Clorox to kill the
smell. The Law couldn't arrest for smell, but Weaver, who was nicknamed
"Showboat," enjoyed doing it right.

)

- William Price Fox

- Walterboro Press and Standard
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The Mill has proved security for those who speak of alien
terms such as doffing or loomfixers. A flavor of what the Mill
has meant to some can best be summed up in a comment
made by one who was raised in its shadow. "My husband
told me about some of the old people who've worked there
all their lives and sometimes when they have a day off or
holiday, they wander around the Mill and just stare at the
place where they work 'cause they don't know what to do
-Margaret Bethea
with themselves. It's their whole life."
-Joel Nichols
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The members of the winter colony are still the high Brahmin of the town's society and their rule is unchallenged during
the winter season of the Triple Crown. To them, the urine of horses is a day-old wine more precious than the finest
Beaujolais , for it signifies the health of a thoroughbred. Folks will tell you that it is no easy task to crack into the ornate
temples of the winter colony. The mansions that house the wintering crowd are splendid architectural contributions to the
town : pillared monuments to dying commitments and the unsullied pursuit of the good life . One of the mansions, Joye
Cottage, positioned cheerfully on Whiskey Road and Easy Street, has an estimated 90 rooms. In South Carolina 90
rooms usually means an incorporated town, but in Aiken it is known as a cottage. The Pink House flutters with the
pinions of exotic tropical birds, and one lady claims she saw , on a church tour, a butler cleaning up the droppings of a
cockatoo as the bird wandered about the house .
Since the mansions are only used three months, they sit like abandoned cathedrals for the remainder of the year.
Townsmen tend the gardens that bloom behind massive brick walls. The gardens bloom unpraised . Magnolias, lining the
dirt roads intersecting the horse district (the legs of thoroughbreds are frail as bone china), flood the town with a sweet
perfume foreign to the winter colony . The horse people depart in April. They never smell the magnolias of Aiken . Nor do
they savor the richness of the summer grass or the ruined gardenias browning in the hot June sun . These things do not
occur in the proper season. The horses have already gone north. At Rose Hill, a black gardener plows some ground in
the middle of a formal garden and plants beans and a few rows of corn. He can let the garden weed over now; it is
summer and the garden is his.
-Pat Conroy
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"Fletch-somebody said you're
from Rock Hill?"
"Yes . I live there."
"What's it like?"
"A place where people live,
work, make love, get drunk ...
some stay sober. Just a place."
"Yeah, dull."
"That too."
"You goin' back when you get
out?"
"Yes."
"Why?"
"It's home. I put my handprints in
fresh sidewalk cement on Saluda
Street ... my initials in a school
desk ... a bush and the grass at the
azalea garden where I kissed a girl
the first time you'd count. My youth
is there."
"I did those things-mostly. I
remember, man."
"And later brought a new bride
there, and got divorced after a long
time. And worked on a newspaper,
when I worked. And I guess I knew
a lot of people in a town that's too
fat to be a town and too skinny to
be a city."
"They're going to turn out the
lights now."
"Yes, I know."
"You think about the place?"
"For its particulars I suppose. The
knot on a water oak tree, the wart
on the preacher's nose ... people I
feel about ... things I see in my
mind. A lot of its particulars are part
of me and me them, you know ...
and without me-yeah, me-that
town just isn't quite the same, if you
understand ... "
-Robert O'Neil Bristow

-Joel Nichols
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Sing me a song, then. Tell me a story about the hill-town
green in oak and poplar, wayback and stowed like treasure
in a boy's mind. Greenville. Where the mean mill boys of
gaunt faces and dirty hands walked princes of street corners and knights of the clashing pool halls. Jeans full of
splendid marbles and jackkniv~s sharp as the Jagged light
of their eyes which cut through us east-siders making us
mind the ways of city woods and parks and shun the tough
streets rugged in leather and profanity.
City of ponds and mills where the loom sings her melody
and spills the tune upon the floor In silver thread. Whe
the soot &oll) smokestacks blows and s,
many qufetponds; where shy boys hide in
a1uscadb1e saf~ froa1 every kind of vlo
teedllrtg tadpc,Jes and red-eyed newts
of·pllS":11111'1,~ . Biggest still so
Sa~.«l
l•ncli~of-"e 'Bibi
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-Joel Nichols
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Wherever you see South Carolina you see a state of mind,
whether you're in Ninety-Six, Cheraw or Charleston. It's this
absolutely beautiful pure and innocent attitude. There's this
existential quality. Everybody stands against his background
and if he has always belonged there. From a distance, South
Carolinians seem to inhabit a state of limited resources.
But the secret of any existence is to be comfortable where
you are and South Carolina has that secret. Metaphorically,
this state is vast, and if you are a South Carolinian it's the
territory you roam over.
- William A. Emerson
January 1976
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History, I begin to perceive, ls in the eye of the
beholder. Like the falling tree that makes no
sound if there is no ear to hear it, history exists
only in the minds of those whose lives it alters.
- Benjamin Dunlap

- Joel Nichols

- Joel Nichols
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Franklin Ashley teaches English at the University of South Carolina
College of General Studies and is fiction editor of this magazine .
Margaret Bethea is administrative assistant for Rep . Ken Holland ,
D-S .C.
Robert O 'Neil Bristow teaches English at Winthrop College . He has
written several novels .
Pat Conroy's novel Great Santini is scheduled for publication in
March by Houghton-Mifflin .
James Dickey is poet-in-residence at the University of South
Carolina. His long poem Zodiak will be published this winter by
Doubleday .
Benjamin Dunlap is associate professor of English at the University
of South Carolina and a frequent contributor to the New Republic .
William A. Emerson is Gonzales professor at the University of
South Carolina College of Journalism and former editor of the Saturday Evening Post.
William Price Fox is writer-in -residence at the University of South
Carolina and author of Ruby Red .
Marshall Frady is a contributing editor of New Times and author of
a forthcoming book on Billy Graham .
George Garrett is former writer-in-residence at the University of
South Carolina and author of Death of the Fox and the Magic Striptease .
Paula Goff is a poet from Columbia. She teaches at the University
of South Carolina .
Ben Greer is the author of Slammer and teaches at the University of
South Carolina College of General Studies .
William A. Mould is an actor , essayist and French teacher at the
University of South Carolina .
Donald Sutherland is with the University of South Carolina Department of Archaeology and Anthropology.
Sandlapper thanks the S .C . Committee for the Humanities and its
chairman , Dr . Nicholas P . Mitchell for permission to reprint sections
of Faces of South Carolina . We also thank Robert Bristow , Pat
Conroy , James Dickey, William Emerson , William Price Fox , Marshall Frady and Ben Greer for the donation of original material written
especially for this essay .
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COLLY SHARPER

oily Sharper tilted his head off to
one side , and the way he did it, we
knew he was getting too drunk for
his or our own good . He would just sit
there with a sneering kind of smile and
his head leaning off that way and not
say a word for twenty minutes or more .
It was like the calm before a storm . We
had been drinking beer in Old Man
Macon 's store since the middle of the
afternoon and when he flicked the light
off over the counter, a sure sign that we
better get on out of there so he could

C

by Jerry Griggs

Winner of the
Sandlapper Fiction Competition
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close up , Colly bought a pint from the
backroom stock and Jim and I did the
same . We got one more six-pack just to
be on the safe side. We didn't want to
run out on a night like tonight.
It's not there was any kind of special
occasion going . No birthday or good
luck. Nothing like that. Colly and Jim
and me are just good drinking buddies
and as drunks go this seemed like it was
going to be a good one. Sometimes you
just drink all night and never get off the
ground . Got too much on your mind or
else you've planned it out too well .
Planned drunks don't get it. It's got to
come off natural. Touch off on its own
and unexpected .
All night we were laughing and joking
and carrying on loud and nasty at Old
Man Macon's and twice he nearly threw
us out early . Old Man Macon wasn't big
but he was mean as hell and didn't fear
man nor beast. Colly could have wrapped him around a bean pole and stuffed
him down a drain pipe if he had a mind
to , but we all respected the Old Man .
Sandlapper

He was the television, radio and picture
show for the town of Dawson, Tennessee, with his stories about the halfwild men who settled this town.
Colly seemed like he must have been
a holdover from those times. What you
might call a throwback. He was real
short but his arms reached down near to
his knees if he stooped over just a bit.
That's the only thing he was ever selfconscious about. Otherwise, he was just
as natural as a bear. He was tremendously strong and everybody knew it and
everybody pretty much stayed out of his
way, especially if he was drunk. Especially when he got that sideways tilt to
his head like I told you about.
When we left Old Man Macon's place
Jim and I had a bit of a tussle over who
was going to drive. Jim is a good
enough driver when he's straight, polite
and considerate of his fellow roadhogs,
but when he's drunk that scudder would
just as soon run you down as look at
you. The greatest fun he had in all the
world was buying up old scrap cars with
the money he made down at the mill
and running them full tilt through whatever happened not to move fast
enough. The last time he drove we
nearly got killed when a fox tried to
cross the road in front of us. Old fox
froze in the middle of the road just long
enough for Jim to get his eyes focused
on him. After that Jim was bound and
determined he was going to get that fox
even if we all had to die in the process.
When the fox headed for the woods so
did Jim. Colly and I didn't know anything about it until we hit the first tree.
The car held up pretty well for a couple
of miles or so and Colly and I even got
into the spirit of the chase. Of course the
fox could out-turn us and we never did
get close enough to give him a real
scare, but we stayed with him all the
way down to the river. The fox swam
away but the damned car couldn't and
that's why I was dead set against Jim
driving. It was his car and he could do
with it what he liked but I just didn't
want to be in it when he did, and it was
too early to go back to Sara June.
Sara June, that's my wife. She was
named for her great aunt Sara and the
month she was born in . It was also the
month we got married. I never would
have done it but she got pregnant and
her mom is a pure terror. Her pa is a
nice old man that never hurt anybody
and probably would have understood
the whole situation, but Sara June's
mom comes down with her "wrath-o'January
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"You're crazy, you know that?"
the-Lord" spiel and even the church
gets out of her way. She reminds me of
a wrestler I saw once in Nashville but
that's a whole different story. Sara June
has got some of her ma's looks but
thank God she's got her pa's temperament. She even understands about the
drinking. At least she seems to . You
never can tell for sure with a woman like
that, or a man either. I try to stay on old
man Sharper's good side. I forgot to tell
you. Colly is Sara June's brother . I
guess that makes him a relative of sorts.
Colly just can't drive, drunk or otherwise. He just can't keep his mind on the
road. When he talks to you he's got to
be looking at you, straight at you, and
he always puts his talking before his
driving. So I knew it was up to me to do
the driving. The car was an old rattleheap DeSoto. Jim paid twenty dollars
to a man up in Knoxville for it and three
days later had it purring like an asthmatic warthog. But it ran good enough for
his purposes. He should have been one
of those demolition racers. That's his
true style. The careful driving when he's
sober is just a put-on and everybody
knows it. He is saving that car for a
good drunk. Like maybe tonight. But
not yet. I wasn't drunk enough to sit
through it yet.
I drove the car down to the river and
we got out and sat on the edge of the
bank with our feet hanging down nearly
to the water. Colly wanted to swim but it
was still too cold, flowing down from the
mountains that way. We finished off the
pints and were really roaring when
Colly started drifting off. We were
already working on the beer and
wishing we had more of it. Colly started
coming out the other side of that fog he
goes into and he had that sneery grin
plastered all over his face. He looked
down at the last half beer in his hand for
a second and then said something about
his beer being hot and threw it out in the
middle of the river. Neither one of us
believed our eyes .
"You're crazy, you know that?" Jim
said. 'That was your last one."
Colly just smiled and said, "Gimme
yours."
Jim kept sipping.
"I said gimme the damn beer. I'm
gone chunk it in the river."

Jim wasn't going to argue with Colly ,
not when he had that look in his eyes. I
knew that I was next and I downed
mine in a gulp. When he asked for it I
was pretty smug about handing it over.
Colly gave me a sour look-I guess I
spoiled his play-and tossed the bottle
upstream. Colly's got a mean temper
and a whacked-out sense of humor
when he's around the bend like that. No
point in arguing with him . It's a good
way to get your face smashed in. I think
maybe his pa's good nature and his
mom's temper got all kind of twisted
around in his head and the damndest
things seem funny to him .
Jim said it. "Look what you've done .
Now what we going to do?" Right about
then I was thinking about going home to
Sara June. I mean it's just not right for a
man to leave his wife all alone like that.
Colly had other ideas.
"Well, what do you usually do when
you run out of beer?" He paused just a
second while he caught his balance . He
had stood up and short as he was he
looked to us like some sort of giant
monster glowering at us in the moonlight. He gripped us each by the
shoulder, which didn't help the illusion,
and brought up a belch that seemed like
a weird kind of howling at the moon .
"When you run out of beer, you go and
get some more." That didn't sink in with
either of us for a minute and we just
kind of looked at each other for a clue .
Colly's dangerous and you've got to be
careful.
"What is the matter with you two?
Come on, let's get going. I'll drive ." We
figured then we were in for a hell of a
bad night , but we might as well go
along, especially since Colly was dragging us to the car by the shoulders anyway. We might as well walk it. Jim
made one effort to persuade Colly to let
him drive and I backed him up as best I
could. For such a wild driver Jim was
the most panicky rider I ever saw. I
guess he felt safer when he was holding
onto the wheel. But even Jim's driving
was better than Colly's . Besides , I think
the idea of Colly driving had sobered
Jim up pretty quick. Riding with Jim
was close enough to being fun that you
might call it adventuresome . Colly's
driving was nothing short of a night-
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Give South Carolina to a friend.
Not all of it, of course,
but a generous slice each month filled with the rich heritage and
vibrant personality of the state. So be a good friend and give someone a gift subscription to Sandlapper, The Magazine of South
Carolina. It's appropriate for all gift occasions, and your friend will
remember your thoughtfulness 12 times during the coming yeareach month when their new issue of Sandlapper arrives. Just fill
out the subscription blank in this issue, enclose your check and
we'll take it from there.
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mare. "What do you guys know about
driving this thing tonight? You don't
even know where we're going ."
He had us there . Of course , the
obvious thing would have been to ask
him just where it was that we were going
but we could see that he fully intended
driving it himself and that was the important thing anyway . I took a pretty
good swallow of air and threw myself
into the back seat. One of us would
have to sit up front with Colly and I
didn't want it to be me . Jim got in and
glared at me over his shoulder . I just
smiled back at him .
The first mile was a doozie . Colly
harassed us to our faces , turning around
in the seat to tell me what a chicken I
was. We were doing about forty-five ,
which was all that old heap would get.
Colly's idea of taking a curve was to go
straight as long as he could and then
swerve just before the road ended .
Colly was leaning over the seat, giving
me some good advice , when I noticed
Jim going pale and starting to babble
about something . He lunged for the
wheel and threw the car around to the
left and we skidded to a stop not two
feet from that great big oak tree that
marks the boundary of Lester Parson's
north pasture . Colly snapped his head
around at Jim and said "What'd you do
that for? "
Jim was near hysterical and you
couldn't understand much of what he
was saying . Colly and I watched him for
a second without really trying to make
sense out of it , then Colly shrugged and
tried to put his foot through the gas
pedal. He more or less settled down to
business after that and Jim and I tried
not to involve him in any direct conversations . That seemed to be allright with
him . Head cocked and eyes more or
less focused on the road he plunged
ahead with his customary one-track
determination and speed. When his
mind is set on something you might as
well sit back and take what pleasure you
can from the passing air . I was beginning to get my humor back and I knew
that pretty soon Jim would too . Can't
nothing keep our spirits down very
long, especially after all that drinking .
So we went rattling and weaving off
down the road and neither one of us
knew where we were going anymore
than a chicken got loose from the barnyard.
It didn't take too long to figure it out
though . Drunk as we were we still
recognized the turn down past the PayLess gas station . Long time ago someJanuary 1976

Amethyst imbedded in a
sol id pewter pendant on
a sterling silver chokerby South Carolina artistjeweler Reatha Wilkins.
South Carolina's state
gem stone and February's birthstone will
make a memorable gift
for someone special .
Order now for February
anniversaries, birthdays,
and Valentine remembrances. Send $15 .95
plus one dollar handling
to:
South Carolina Arts & Crafts, Inc.
130 Stubblefield
Lexington, South Carolina 29072

Dealers in Art Works and Quality Giftware .
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"If we're going to get any fun out of this at all
we've got to go back into town."
body, I won't say who it was but I was
with him at the time, knocked out the
"y" on that big lit up sign they got so it
reads Pa-Less. I guess he figured it was
appropriate because of the guy who
owns it. He won't even give you one
gallon on credit even though he knows
we're good for it. Anyway, just past the
Pa-Less Gas Station and Garage is the
sheriff's office on one side and a
hardware and dime store on the other.
On the other side of the dime store is
the general store and just past that sitting back off the road a little bit so it's
hidden from the town's only two street
lights is Macon's Bar and Grill. Colly
cruised past it one time to be sure the
old man wasn't staying over late. We
could pretty much count on the deputy
being asleep at his desk. Harper never
was much of a deputy anyway . Big and
ugly and dumb . What else can you say
about a big and ugly and dumb deputy
sheriff? He was big and ugly and dumb.
As soon as we figured out what Colly
was up to Jim and I just looked at each
other and started sizing up the exits.
There is nothing Colly likes better when
he is drunk than to get the law after himself. Well, that is just fine for Colly, but I
had my mother-in-law to think about
and I wasn't too anxious to stoke the
hellfires. When she found me I think she
gave up on Colly. I guess she figured he
was beyond her saving, but I was still
kind of tender and ripe for the plucking.
When the three of us, or even one of
us , got into trouble , she gave me a
sample of the hell she envisioned for us
all . I think that bothered Colly, her
giving up on him, and made him a little
wilder.
Colly pulled around the back and we
all got out. We left the doors open since
there wasn't an inside light anyway.
"Well, men," Colly said, "what's your
pleasure? Beer, wine and whiskey . You
name it we got it. Colly's Bar, we aims
to please." Meanwhile the bartender in
question was opening shop. He carefully heaved a brick through a back window and reached one of those long
arms around to take off the door latch.
Five minutes later we were throwing
up gravel and sand as we cut a couple
of loops around the parking lot, singing
and screaming and laughing all the way,
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to cover our getaway. Colly leaned on
the horn as we shot past the sheriff's
office in low gear and headed out of
town. We had a back seat full of cold
beer and enough hard liquor to stone
the entire population of Dawson, Tennessee. Our plan was simple-drink all
the evidence before morning.
Two miles out of town Colly pulled
over to the side of the road and rolled
down his window, listening to the dark
night behind us. "That Harper," he
said, and cut the motor, listening again
for some sign of pursuit. Nothing. "I'm
going to complain to the sheriff. That
boy is slack. Slackass deputy sheriff."
This time Colly didn't drive past the
sheriff's office at all. He just parked out
in front and leaned on the horn. It must
have been at least five minutes before
the door squeaked open and Harper
stuck out that big dumb ugly head of
his. Jim and I tried to crouch down in
the seat, which is hard to do when
you're sitting on a case of beer. I think
we were hoping not to be recognized.
"Evening, boys, what you need?"
Harper yawned.
Colly leaned his head out the window
and pointed a beer-filled hand down the
street. "Deputy, you better get Mr.
Wade. I think somebody's done bricked
out Old Man Macon's window. There's
an awful lot of beer missing." He took a
long, slow swallow out of the one in his
hand.
"Couldn't 'a been. I been sitting here
all night and I ain't heard a thing."
'That's cause you don't know your
head from your armpit. I done told you
somebody broke in, now you better go
see ."
"You got no reason to talk to me that
way Colly Sharper. I ain't never give
you no trouble and you know it."
Harper seemed more concerned about
the affront to his dignity than the
robbery Colly was telling him about.
Colly took another swig of his beer and
grunted at the man.
"Damn shit," he said and backed the
car around, spraying up a cloud of dust
and squealing every ounce of noise he
could out of that old trash pile DeSoto.
Which was a lot.
This time Colly got his wish. We
climbed to a hill that more or less over-

looked the town and listened to the
sudden explosion of sirens and screeching tires from below-watched the town
suddenly light up as though somebody
had thrown just one master switch . If
somebody did I guess it was Colly.
Off to the right I could see the old
Sharper home in the full moon light. It
was the only place for miles that didn't
show a candle. Dark and silent it stayed .
If Colly noticed he pretended not to. I
could picture Ma Sharper lying in bed
with her eyes staring wide at the ceiling,
but then, I never could picture her
sleeping peacefully, anyway. It seemed
to me she always was awake and always
will be. But the house didn't show a
light. Maybe she didn't need a light to
see . Maybe she made her own light.
Meanwhile Colly danced and sang up
on the hill, hurling empty and full beer
bottles in the general direction of
Dawson, Tennessee.
Then Jim stuck his foot in it. "Hell,"
he laughed through his toes, "they'll
never find us up here." Now you would
think as big a foot as Jim has Colly
wouldn't have heard that, but he did,
and he stopped dancing and he stopped
singing and he turned to Jim with his
lips kind of drawn together and his brow
lowered and said, "You know, you got
a point there, Jim. Yessir, if we're going
to get any fun out of this at all we've got
to go back down into town." It was too
late for stepping on Jim's foot but I did it
anyway just to make myself feel better
and made for the back seat.
Whenever Colly does somethin~ like
this he always makes a run back
through town to make sure he is being
followed . Sheriff Wade is not the least
big like his deputy . He is smaller than
Harper, but he is one heckuva lot
smarter. He's just about as ugly,
though. He and Colly's father went to
school together and they always were
good friends . Some people say that
Sheriff Wade was really Colly's father,
but that didn't make sense. For one
thing, there is not but one man in this
world that could stand the shock to
seeing Elvira Schoff Sharper in the buff
and that is Tom Sharper. But Sheriff
Wade had always gone easy on Colly,
and I guess a lot of people resented
that.
We came down off the hill with the
horn blasting and all three of us leaning
out the windows screaming our lungs
out. Colly was raking over the shortcomings of every man and woman in
town. Jim was mostly singing and I just
Sandlapper

sort of yelled to release the tension.
Terror, I think it's called.
When we hit the turn at the gas station we nearly lost it. Colly has this
tendency to drive with the gas pedal on
the floor, even when he is hitting the
brake . Before we could straighten up
good we piled into the sheriff's car
which I know just made him overjoyed
to see us . We didn't see the roadblock
because we were too busy worrying
about the gas pumps. As soon as we
stopped we all three piled out of the car
because there were a lot of funny spitting noises going on under the hood
and we were worried that it might catch
fire . Jim and I just stood there while two
or three spontaneous deputies surrounded us . The double-barreled shotgun I thought one of them was carrying
turned out later to be a single barrel.
As soon as his feet hit the ground
Colly was moving. He headed straight
for the nearest dark spot , but before he
could make it, big dumb ugly Harper
laid him out with a swung rifle. It didn't
really hurt Colly, who was too drunk to
notice pain, but it did knock him down,
and it opened up a pretty bad cut over
his eye. Colly sat up and shook his head
one time and gave a laugh. "Guess I ran
right into that one."
"Guess you did . I'm right sorry I had
to do that, son, but it was either that or
shoot you ."
"That's allright. I didn't even feel it
really. It was just the force knocked me
down." He was getting to his feet now
and he had that sneering smile plastered
all over his face. Deputy Harper lowered his gun for a second to take out his
hand cuffs and that's when Colly went
into action. His fists were moving so fast
that about all you could see was a blur.
Harper took the first few punches fairly
well , but then he started to crumple .
Colly made hamburger out of his face in
about five seconds. In five more
seconds Harper was on the ground and
Colly was gone. Once he hit the woods
there was no way to stop him.
Sheriff Wade had been behind us
when Colly made his move and there
was not much he could do to stop him .
He probably could have gotten off a
shot, but he didn't. He just yelled at
Colly to come back. He went over and
kneeled beside his deputy who was
coming to . "You allright, John?"
"Sure. Sure. I'm fine."
The sheriff took out a handkerchief
and handed it to the bloody pulp . "Take
it, it's clean . You go on home now ,
January
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WHEN WE BOTTLE Jack Daniel's, we count
on the ladies of Moore County to lend us a hand.
We've always said Moore County women are
some of the nicest in the world. And we're certain
to say it when they're helping us tidy up the labels
on our bottles. Of course, the women enjoy getting
together and chatting about
the goings-on in town.
So there are two nice
CHARCOAL
things about bottling
MELLOWED
days: we send out a lot
6
DROP
of Jack Daniel's, and we
find out a lot about our
6
BY DROP
Moore County friends.
Tennessee Whiskey· 90 Proof· Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery
Lem Matlow , Prop ., Inc. , Lynchburg (Pop . 361), Tennessee 37352
Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.
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plete set of Sandlapper magazines but are missing some
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a very modest cost. As a special anniversary offer , we are
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the following reduced rates .
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This offer is effective as long
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John. We'll find him. You get some
rest. "
"I'm sorry, Sheriff. I didn't mean to Jet
him get away."
"Wasn't your fault , John . Colly is a
mean one when he's drunk . Ain't
nobody in this town can take him when
he's got a mind not to go . Go on home
and I'll see you in the morning ."
"Let me stay, sheriff. I'm okay. I want
to help."
"Are you sure you're feeling up to it?"
"Sure . Sure . I'm fine . He didn't hurt
me . Just shook me up a little , that's all . I
gotta help . I want to be there."
"Okay , John . You take some men ,
circle around those woods and try to
drive him back this way . Al , Tedlo ,
Walker. You go with John . Try to drive
him back this way . You three men go
over that way and do the same . Don't
try to take him by yourself. You saw
what happened to John here so you
know what Colly can do . He's not
armed but he is dangerous just the
same ."
The sheriff just sort of ignored Jim
and me and we stood over against a car
and watched the proceedings . A long
time passed and they didn't find him .
They seemed about ready to give up for
the night. Sheriff Wade was sending
some of the men home . "We'll get him
in the morning when we can see better .
He can't be too far away ."
"Not far at all , Sheriff." The voice was
Colly's and he was standing near the
top of a steep bank over near the road .
He must have been behind them all the
time, hiding in the kudzu and watching
everything that went on.
"Come to give yourself up , Colly?"
"Not likely , Sheriff."
"Why'd you come back then , Colly?
You were clean away ."
"You know why , Sheriff. It ain't over
till you caught me , and I surely do wish
you'd hurry up about it . A man's got to
get himself some sleep . It starts to work
on you after a while ."
"Give yourself up then, Colly . Save
us both a lot of trouble ."
"Uh-uh , Sheriff . That wouldn't be
fair. That ain't the way this game is
played ."
"It's not a game anymore, Colly . Not
this time . You did too much damage,
breaking into Old Man Macon's, stealing
his booze , and you wrecked my car up
pretty bad , Colly . That's county property. And then there's John .. . John ain't
likely to forget what you did , Colly .
John's out there looking for you. "

"Well , you just tell old John I said to
go to hell .
"Come on down, Colly. "
"Come on up and get me ."
Several men were about to do just
that . They scrambled for handholds on
the vine-covered slope . Luke Jackson
was the first one up . He always was a
good climber .
"Howdy , Luke ." Colly smiled down
at the straining face just coming up to
boot level. "Give my regards to the rest
of the men." Colly put his boot into
Luke's face and shoved him back down
the bank, knocking off the other two
men along the way .
"Send in the second team , Sheriff.
This one's a bunch of butterfingers ."
Colly's laughter faded out into the
woods .
Down at the bottom of the slope Luke
Jackson jumped up madder'n hell . He
grabbed Don Parson's pistol and
emptied it into the woods. He tried to
reload it but kept dropping the shells .
Finally he just flung the whole thing
down and yelled . "I get you for that ,
Sharper! I get you!" Back off in the
woods I could still hear Colly laughing .
The sheriff didn't seem pleased or displeased by Colly's appearance. He just
turned to the rest of the men standing
around and directed them into the
woods. Most of them were armed. He
tried to make Luke go home , but Luke
insisted he was calmer . "You go around
losing control like that , Luke , you're
going to get yourself killed . You shoot
at Colly , you better not miss . He'll take
your head off for you ."
"I ain 't gonna miss , Sheriff."
"You ain't gonna shoot, Luke. Not if
you can help it ."
"All right , Sheriff. Whatever · you
say. "
The sheriff seemed to notice us for
the first time then . "Come on , boys .
We'll find you a place to sleep it off. I
guess you two had about as rough a
night as any of us."
He put us up in a cell but he didn't
lock it . It wasn't five seconds before I
was sound asleep. The last thing I
remember was the sheriff sitting at his
desk and staring out the window .
It must have been almost night again
before I woke up to the sound of voices
and rough scrapings and banging doors .
"Put him over here men . Put him on
this table ." The sheriff was directing
several of the men in the placement of a
body .
"Colly's gone and done it now ," I
Sandlapper

thought. "They'll have the whole state
after him." But I was wrong. When they
moved away I saw that it was Colly on
the table . One of his long old arms slipped down off his chest and brushed a
dirty hand against the floor. Blood sliding down the arm made a long arcing
streak of red on the office tile before one
of the men grabbed it up and folded it
back over the chest. I pushed out of the
cell and squeezed my way through the
crunch of men crowding the table . It
was sickening . There must have been a
dozen bullet holes in him . "Who shot
him, Sheriff?" I asked , and I did my best
to keep back tears .
"I would have stopped it if I'd been
there, but I guess it was coming to this
sooner or later." The sheriff didn't seem
to be talking to me . It was like he was
rehearsing it for somebody else . Somebody not there yet . "A tired man don't
think and a hunt is a hunt. It don't
matter who it is or why , anymore . After
a while a hunt is just a hunt. Luke got
him first , then John and Al spotted him .
It's the only way it could have ended.
He didn't belong to now . He was meant
to live maybe a hundred years ago,
when men had to be hard and a little
wild. "
"But he was never like that except
when he drank . He was always so careful not to hurt anybody ." I couldn't
shake the images of Colly , and the
woods with its brown leaf cover, and I
heard the shots and saw the thick red
explosions. "He never hurt anybody ," I
said .
He looked at me then . Seemed to see
me for the first time . "We're talking
about two different people , son , and we
got no way of knowing which one was
real. Go on home . Sara June's got your
supper waiting . You'll have to tell her
that Colly's dead. "
I couldn't keep from crying altogether. Colly and me, we'd been
friends all our lives and there's things
we've done together that a man just
can't forget . The kind of things you
spend all your life remembering and
you get drunk and laugh about them or
you turn kind of red and shake it off.
"You better get going, son. Here
come Tom and Elvira. "
I barely had time to move off to one
side before the door opened up and
Colly's folks came in . Poor Mr. Sharper.
He looked all crushed inside like all the
troubles had swollen up until there
wasn't room for anymore. I never felt
sorrier for any man in all my life , not
January 1976

Mr . Sharper nodded and his hat was
trembling in his hands . Ma Sharper
raised her eyes off the dead boy and
stared long and hard at the sheriff. He
tried his best to meet her gaze . All he
could manage was a few seconds at a
time . He kept glancing from her eyes
down to his hat and his shoes beyond
and the floor beyond that and the dirt . It
seemed three years before she spoke .
"Colly Sharper died for his sins ," she
said , and her voice was trembling, too .

even myself. For his sake I wished it was
me lying on the table .
Ma Sharper was something else. She
came through the door like the Wrath of
the Lord and glared at me like I was a
piece of dirt somebody forgot to sweep
out. She stood over by the bale and just
looked at her boy with her face getting
stonier and stonier until you couldn't tell
it wasn't granite . The sheriff rocked back
on his feet a little to get his circulation
going again before he spoke.
"I'm sorry , Elvira ... Tom . It don't
seem hardly fair. You shoot at the bad
part, but it kills the good part , too. "

J e rry E. Griggs was the winner of the
first Sandlapper Fiction Competition .
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The
Hatchback

The co m pact car w it h o utst a nding comfort a nd conveni e nce.
Reclining fr o nt bu cket seats; full y ca r pet e d ; flip -u p rea r
window a nd fold -d ow n rea r seat for ca pac ity ca rrying
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HONDA cnync
THE

#1 gas saver of '76 cars
AS JUDGED BY U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL AGENCY
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•
ii you have all the business
you need.
Because once our 100,000 readers see your advertisement in Sandlapper-The Magazine of
South Carolina you may have more calls for
your products and services than you can
handle.
For a demographic survey and rate card write
or call Charles Alexander, Sandlapper Press,
P.O. Box 1668, Columbia, S.C. 29202, (803)
779-8824.
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Uharles101 Reeeipls
by Anne Drayton Merritt

harleston Receipts, the Low Coun- Country , and some universal-a pleastry's bible of cooking, celebrated its ing mixture of flavor , appealing to all .
silver anniversary in November ,
The 2,000 copies of Charleston
Receipts' first edition, published in 1950
1975.
Through its sale of over 350,000 by the Junior League of Charleston sold
copies over the last 25 years, one finds out in four days! Twenty-five years have
a fitting tribute to our American heri- passed, and this amazing cookbook
tage, making it a most appropriate gift, continues to be a best-seller. Presently
especially in this our Bicentennial year. in its 20th edition, Charleston Receipts,
Charleston Receipts contains over is a must for Charleston tourists , locals,
750 receipts, many of which were gourmet cooks, and history buffs alike.
brought to this land even before our
Try one of the following receipts and
nation was born . Its growth and success you will share our enthusiasm for Lowparallels that of our country. Both were Country cooking and Charleston Reconceived as a unique blend of indi- ceipts.
vidual characteristics and tastes . Both
Chicken with brandy and its curry
have survived and prospered because flavoring introduces an exotic flavor to
of their unique , universal and individual such a universally popular mainstay .
appeal.
However, Charleston Receipts has
CHICKEN WITH BRANDY
much more than just "chef appeal."
Scattered throughout its approximately
1 chicken
330 pages are Gullah verses and
l/4 lb. butter
charmingly quaint illustrations of the
4 medium sized diced onions
famed Low-Country landmarks by well2 heaping tsp. curry
known local artists . Introductions to
2 cups fresh cream
chapters and to some receipts, as well
3 oz. of Brandy or Rum
as many of the receipts themselves, provide an entertaining and informative
Salt and pepper to taste
history of the Carolina Low Country
and its inhabitants. Its pages are filled
Brown onions in butter, add chicken ,
with receipts that are deliciously delecsprinkle with salt and pepper and cook
table and different : Some old, some
slowly for 35 minutes. Just before servnew, some indigenous to the Low
ing remove chicken from pan; mix and

C
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add cream , spirts, and curry, bring to
boil in same pan and pour over chicken.
Serve with rice. Serves 4.
Mrs. G . Simms McDowell
(Henrietta Phillips)
Rice came into its own as an American dish in Charleston and has continued to be a traditional fare with variations such as red rice. This is delicious
with ham, pork and all types of seafood .
RED RICE
1 can tomato paste
P/z-2 cans water
2 onions (chopped fine)
3 tsp . salt
2-3 tsp . sugar
4 strips bacon (cubed)
8 tbs . bacon grease
Good dash of pepper
2 cups of raw rice
Fry bacon , remove from pan ; saute
onions in grease; add tomato paste,
water, salt, sugar and pepper . Cook
uncovered slowly (about 10 minutes)
until mixture thickens , then add it to rice
in top section of steamer . Add the llz
cup additional grease ; steam for llz
hour , then add bacon , crumbled, and
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stir with fork. Cook 30-45 minutes
longer. Serves 6-8.

books from

THE SANDLAPPER
STORE, INC.

Mrs. Charles Gibbs (Wilmot Welch)
Minute Egg Dressing brings out an interesting flavor to fresh greens.

WHAT THE WIND FORGETS-A WOMAN'S
HEART REMEMBERS by Helen von Kolnitz
Hyer, Poet Laureate of South Carolina. $7.95.
SANDLAPPER COOKBOOK compiled by
Catha W. Reid and Joseph T. Bruce, Jr.
Recipes from readers of Sandlapper Magazine.
$5.95.
SOUTH CAROLINA'S CIVIL WAR OF 1775 by
Dr. Lewis P. Jones. Paperback $3.95.
SOUTHERN FISH AND SEAFOOD
COOKBOOK by Jan Wongrey. $4.95.
BATTLEGROUND OF FREEDOM, SOUTH
CAROLINA IN THE REVOLUTION by Nat and
Sam Hilborn. Over 200 illustrations, 92 in
color. $20.00.
COLUMBIA SAILING CLUB COOKBOOK
specializing in one dish meals, hor d'oeuvres
and covered dish meals. $5.95.
Free Catalog of South Carolina Books.

MINUTE EGG DRESSING
11/z slices bread
1 egg
1/z cup olive or salad oil
l/4 tsp. red pepper-to taste
l/4tsp . salt-to taste
1/ztbs. butter or margarine
1 clove garlic
3/4 cup grated Italian cheeseParmesan
1 tbs . vinegar (approx.)

Dealer Inquiries Invited.
THE SANDLAPPER STORE, INC.
P.O. Box 841-B
Lexington, South Carolina 29072

THE CHOPPING BLOCK IS
LAUGHTER, GOOD FRIENDS,
AND GOOD FOOD.

It's a warm hearth where you can escape
from the hurly burly of everyday life . A soft,
plush, cozy and warm retreat where superb
steaks, a splendid salad bar, and smash-~~
ing desserts are only the beginnings of a • - ,
great time. There's the elegant lounge
-... -~
serving your favorite beverages to live
music nightly. A unique businessman's lunch served daily. An easy
[NG to enjoy, relaxing atmosphere that makes
our great meals taste even greater . Lots of
~ ~ places can
···~: ]
11
serve a steak .
~
Live
1
One place
}~
Entertainment _
makes it easy
·· to enjoy . The Chopping Block . Located at
1021 Briargate Circle. Easy to reach via 1-20
at Broad River Road .

ci(}~ c~
B~\-~

·~t,(}

I _J

~ IT'S EASY TO ENJOY, EVERYDAY.
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Cut bread into tiny cubes. Place
butter in iron frying pan over lowest
heat . Add bread and cook until crisp,
stirring occasionally to prevent burning.
Put egg into bowl, mince garlic and add.
Beat well with rotary beater. Add oil, a
little at a time, continue beating until
mixture begins to thicken. (In order to
get the mixture to thicken, it may be
necessary to use a little less or a little
more than 1/z cup oil). Add cheese, red
pepper and salt. Beat well. Add vinegar. Beat well . Just before serving, add
bread cubes. Pour over lettuce and toss
well . Serves 4. The lettuce may be
romaine or iceberg and should be
coarsely cut or torn into pieces .
Mrs. Alston Ramsay (Hazel Hunter)
Raw vegetables are delicious when
served with curry cocktail sauce.
COCKTAIL SAUCE FOR SHRIMP
CRAB OR RAW VEGETABLES
1 cup mayonnaise
1 tsp. lemon juice
1 tsp. curry powder
1/z tsp. finely minced onion
llz tsp. Worcestershire sauce
1/z tsp. red pepper sauce
l/4 cup chili sauce
Salt & pepper to taste
Mix well and keep in ice box until
ready to serve .
Mrs. Horace L. Jones (Louise Dixon)
Sandlapper

Channel Bass or any fish fillets can be
prepared simply in the following manner.

CHANNEL BASS
2 or 3-lb . bass
1/4 lb . butter
Lemon juice
1 tbs . dry white wine
Salt, pepper, and paprika
Parmesan cheese
Fillet fish and salt and pepper them .
Put butter in shallow baking dish in hot
oven (400 to 500 degrees) until it is
browned. This gives the distinctive
flavor . Place fillets flesh side down in
sizzling hot butter and return to oven for
10 to 15 minutes . Turn with spatula and
baste with juice. Sprinkle each piece
with lemon juice and dry white wine ,
Parmesan cheese and paprika. Return
to oven until done-approximately 5
minutes. Run under broiler and bwil
quickly. Baste fish with sauce and serve
in the sauce . This receipt is good for any
fish fillet . Serves 4 .

Makethe
first move to
Harbison.
Homes are now available by:
Associated Realty and Construction Co., Inc.
256-0648
Sam D. Coogler
781-5550
Dimension Development, Inc.
781-4260
First Lady Construction Co.
765-1607
John O'Farrell Builder
252-3038

~~,.
IHarb1son
.~ lfll

®

Cl"l'Olffl,INf

Ha,b,.on" a new comm,n,iy ass,sled by !he New
Commun11y Development Corporation of HUD

Mrs . Charles Waring
(Margaret Simonds)
Huguenot Torte is quick and easy
and provides a perfect finishing touch to
any dinner.

HUGUENOT TORTE
4
3
8
5
2
2
2

eggs
cups sugar
tbs. flour
tsp . baking powder
cups chopped tart cooking apples
cups chopped pecans or walnuts
tsp . vanilla
112 tsp . salt

Beat whole eggs in electric mixer or
with rotary beater until very frothy and
lemon-colored. Add other ingredients
in above order. Pour into two well-buttered baking pans about 8 by 12 inches .
Bake in 325 degree oven about 45
minutes or until crusty and brown . To
serve , scoop up with pancake turner
(keeping crusty part on top) , pile on
large plate and cover with whipped
cream and a sprinkling of the chopped
nuts or make 16 individual servings.

PRESERVE SOUTH CAROLINA
In ma ny res pects Sandla ppe r-the Maga zine of S outh C arolina, is a record
of the best th a t S outh Ca rolin a w as yes terd a y, is tod a y, a nd will b e to morrow. These durabl e a tt ract ive libra ry bind ers will allow you to preserve a nd protect your bac k iss ues of S a ndlappe r for years to come . Each
sturdy binde r is d es ig ned to ho ld a full yea r of Sandlapper, dark blue
with th e nam e Sand)app er, volum e number a nd year stamped in gold and
is a va ilable a t $6.00 eac h . Th e pri ce includes po sta ge and handling . So if
you w a nt to protect a nd preserve South Ca rolina through your Sandlapp er, orde r your binde rs tod ay. Binders are available for a ll years 1968
through 1975.
M a ke ch ecks paya bl e to :
SAN DLAPPER PRESS
P. 0. Box 1668
COL U MBIA ,

S. C. 29202

Mrs . Cornelius Huguenin
(Evelyn Anderson)
January 1976
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No article about Low Country cooking is complete without seafood. Deviled crab is delicious and very simple to
make.

$11
summer long
our guests
-play tennis
-feast on fine food
-use credit cards
-explore an island
-enjoy the ocean

DEVILED CRABS

-play golf
-water ski
-go sailing
-go fishing
-ride bicycles

whatdothey
do all winter?

Mix 1 pound crab meat with 1 cup
mayonnaise (a commercial brand may
be used); season with juice of 1 lemon,
1/z teaspoon Worcestershire sauce, 2
tablespoons chopped parsley, hot sauce
and salt and pepper. Put in shells, cover
with buttered crumbs, bake in 400
degree oven for 30 minutes. Serves
6-8.
Mrs. R. Barnwell Rhett
(Virginia Prettyman)

-same thing

<Sea Crest
~otel

Artichoke pickle is particularly good
when served with ham, roast pork and
turkey.

Ocean Front

llilton Head Island, S. C. 29928

CHOPPED ARTICHOKE PICKLE

NEW ALL-COLOR
FLOWER BOOK

3 qts. Jerusalem artichokes
1 qt. onions
1 large cauliflower
6 green peppers
1 gallon water

FREE

For Sauce

1 cup flour
6 tbs . dry mustard
1 tbs. turmeric
2 qts. vinegar
4 cups sugar
1 pint salt

PARK

Brings
You

The
Finest
Flower,
And
-------Vegetables
Park has all those hard-to-find kinds,
many of them P ark Exclusives. Choose
from more than 3,000 varieties- the new,
old favorites, as well as flower rarities.
124 large, full-color pages illustrate and describe many outstanding Seeds , Bulbs and
House Plants. Vegetables and Growing Aids,
too. It's packed with proven how-to-do-it gar-

~i~i;fuil~~~~m15it;~~ti~~s.a~~t~oJ~~f~~sln~~~~

Germination Table. Millions depend on it for
its wealth of information and best seeds obtainable.
GEO. w. PARK SEED co., INC.
60 Cokesbury Rd, Greenwood, S. C. 29647
Please send Park's big FREE Flower Book.

NAME (Pleas e Print)
STREET OR R. R.

BOX NO.

--RES7AURANT

~

WEEKEND RATE
$13 per day per room

Feast At Our Buffet
Featurina Country Kitchen Cookin'

• Evenings 3.50
• Sundays 2.95
• Lunch
2.25

Mrs. Edward M. Royall
(Harriet Maybank)

Phone 233-4651
291 By-Pass

CITY

STATE

~;~

Slice or chop artichokes and onions.
Cut peppers fine and break cauliflower
into flowerets. Mix all together and
cover with salt and water. Let stand 24
hours . Pour into colander and drain
well . Mix all dry ingredients for sauce
and add enough vinegar to make a
paste. Heat rest of vinegar and pour
over mustard mixture . Return to stove
and boil until it thickens, stirring constantly. Add vegetables, bring to boil
and seal in jars while hot. Yields: 8-10
pints .

ZIP

Across from Textile Hall

Anne Drayton Merritt is a free-lance
writer from Charleston .
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filmclip

gourmet
fare

Short Takes

Bourbon Whiskey

Barry Lyndon is director Stanley
Kubrick's first film in four years. Instead of a space odyssey into the
future, Barry Lyndon goes back to
the 18th century for a costume
drama about a young fortune hunter
(Ryan O'Neal). Kubrick wrote the
screenplay, greatly condensing the
novel of William Makepiece Thackery. The photography is stunning .
(PG)
The Black Bird is a not very successful parody of The Maltese Falcon
and features George Segal as Sam
Spade Jr., son of the famous private
investigator. Lee Patrick and Elisha
Cook Jr. are cast in their roles from
the earlier film, but not even they
spark the pointless proceedings.
(PG)
The Hindenburg is based on a
supposedly factual account from
Michael M. Mooney's 1972 bestseller
about the Hindenburg's last flight,
bursting into flames while landing at
Lakehurst, N.J ., May 6, 1937; however, the plot concerning why the
zeppelin exploded is mostly fiction .
Three former Oscar winners (George
C. Scott, Anne Bancroft and Gig
Young) head the cast; let's hope that
they were well paid since their respective roles of a saboteur-hunting
Luftwaffe officer, an anti-Nazi countess who smokes pot and the chief
suspect offer them little challenge .
The Hindenburg is the first disaster
film of 1976 and devotees of the
genre will probably enjoy it. If sets
and special effects are one's idea of
cinematic fun, then the detailed recreating and destruction of the lighter-than-air craft will be a pleasure.
Albert Whitlock, the special effects
designer, and Edward Carfagno, the
production designer, are the only
people connected with the film who
deserve praise, but they manage to
make the ill-fated craft look like an
elegantly delightful way to travel.
(PG)
Hustle has an impressive cast:
Burt Reynolds as a detective, Catherine Deneuve as his mistress, Paul
Winfield as a black cop, Ernest

At the start of this Bicentennial
year it seems apropos to salute the
most American spirit of alcoholic
beverages; bourbon whiskey .
The distilled spirit played an important role in early American history, mainly in America's right to be a
democracy. In 1791 when money
was badly needed for the young
nation , Congress invented the first
excise tax on whiskey . This created a
lot of trouble for the new government
which had to quell the insurrection
"with police action ." This incident is
still known as the Whiskey Rebellion.
It forced many distillers to move out
of reach of tax collectors and to settle
in deep Indian territories such as
Indiana and Kentucky where the
water was pure. History attributes the
first distillation of whiskey to the Rev .
Elijah Craig at Georgetown, Bourbon
County, Kentucky.
Believe it or not the most important factor in the making of Bourbon
is the quality of the water, which was
the reason, at first, that the production was widely scattered throughout
western Pennsylvania, southern Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee .
Bourbon is distilled from a special
mash of graining which contains approximately 51 percent corn and
cannot be distilled above 160 proof
or bottled at less than 80 proof. It is
usually aged four years in oaken
barrels and it is during this period that
it acquires the amber color and fullbodied flavor.
Whiskey drinkers distinguish between sour mash, straight bourbon,
blended whiskey, etc. However, it is
not our purpose here to go deeper
into the technical differences.
The following suggestions illustrate
only a few of the many uses of Bourbon.
For the Christmas season egg nog
is always fun . One way to prepare is
to fill a glass with milk. Shake well
with cracked ice and strain with one
egg, one teaspoon powdered sugar
and two ounces of bourbon into a
12-ounce glass. Grate nutmeg on
top .

Please tum to page 64

Please tum to page 64

happenings
All activities to be considered for the
Calendar of Events must be sent directly to the Events Editor, Sandlapper Press, Inc., P. 0. Box 1668,
Columbia, South Carolina 29202, no
later than 45 days prior to the first of
the month in which the activity will
occur.

art
February 9 - March 5
CLEMSON-Art
Exhibit-Five
artists' conceptions of reality each
representing a different discipline
at Rudolph Lee Gallery.
February 15-29
COLUMBIA-108th Annual American Watercolor Show; Columbia
Museum of Art .

music
February3
CLEMSON-Chamber
Music
Series-Mary Ann Busching, mezzo-soprano. William Nall, pianist,
at 8 p.m . in Daniel Hall Auditorium.
February 5
CLEMSON-Women's Club-"An
Evening of Entertainment." Tentatively: barber shop, daggers , etc. 8
p.m . at the Clemson House.
February 9
ROCK HILL-Winthrop College
Presents-Boehm Quintette. An
afternoon workshop will be followed by a concert that night. Recital
· Hall , 3 p .m. and 8 p .m.
February 13
GREENVILLE-High School Music
Festival and Contests Festival
Concert, 8 p .m. Rodeheaver
Auditorium.
February 13 and 14
GREENVILLE-Humperdinck's
Hansel and Gretel, with accompaniment by Furman University
Orchestra conducted by Daniel
Boda, 8 : 15 each evening, McAlister Auditorium .

theatre - - - - •
January - March
GREENVILLE-Greenville young
peoples
workshop-scheduled
sessions held on weekends. ProPlease turn to page 66
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Continued from page 10

and thus we share these thoughts on
how this initial offering might have
been improved and on how future
productions could be improved.
First, the choice of play was unfortunate. I refrain from giving the
name since that would probably immediately identify the community but
it had one of those silly plots which
one used to see during the days
when the old-fashioned tent shows
used to roam the South presenting a
play every night of the week, often, if
not always, ending the weeks run
with Ten Nights in a Barroom. I used
to go to see them every night of the
week if I could badger my parents
into giving me the entrance coins.
And frankly, I loved them, but of
course although the plays were often
pretty bad they were pretty well performed. But I digress. The point is
that this was a really bad play and
there is no excuse for choosing such
a bad play when there are so many
good ones around. I might also
mention that big expensive productions on Broadway flop everyday, seldom (if ever) because the
actors are bad, and the scenery is bad
or the direction is bad. That isn't
usually the case because the professionals who are doing them usually
know what the devil they are doing.
No, when big time productions flop it
is usually because the play is bad.
Moral: Even good actors can't make
a success of a bad play so it follows
that amateur, inexperienced actors
should at least have the best material
they can get to work with.
I also noticed in the playbill that the
next announced play would also be a
comedy. (Did I mention that this was
a comedy-or supposed to be, although it wasn't very funny.) I question the wisdom of following a
comedy with a comedy. As I have
said before there is a real art in making up a theatre season, even a twoproduction one; and while it was
probably wise to debut with a comedy it seems a bit patronizing qnd
pandering to your audience to give
them an all-comedy season. It almost
like saying that most of the people
who will come to see the shows don't
have the gray matter to appreciate
anything else.
The direction was also not very
good but until our society is somehow able to afford professional
64

directing talent for our little theatre
groups it is doubtful how much the
direction of community theatre will
improve. And while I haven't the foggiest of how that could be done, at
least even a fledgling director should
be able to trim lines somewhat, be
able to get his people on and off and
back and forth across the stage without bumping into each other.
The set was also pretty bad and
there was really no reason it should
have been good, I guess, since the
individual who was credited with
its design in the program had no experience. Except for the following.
The set was ugly and tacky. Good
design is related closely to good taste
and theatre set design is certainly an
art form in which it is difficult to excell, but Holy Moses I have been in a
lot of small towns and have seen
some pretty nicely decorated living
rooms. That is what this set was, a
living room. I shudder to think of
what the credited set designer must
live in. Even if the designer did
nothing more than build a box set of
flats, doors, windows, etc., the kind
you built for your high school plays,
and then had someone in the community who has a fairly nice living
room dress the set, they would have
been further ahead. Examing some
decent magazines from the appropriate period or perhaps a visit to the
University of South Carolina Theatre
Department, or a call for help to
them would have improved things. I
also disagree with the theory that
anything in the past, except for opulent settings, needs to look ugly.
If the set was bad the costuming
was worse. Somehow, or other
everyone seemed to be wearing
someone else's clothing (which was
probably true) but nobody seemed to
pay any attention to the simple concept of clothing coming in various
sizes just like people. Hence nobody's clothing seemed to fit. The
hair of the male actors also provided
a jarring note. It was completely and
absolutely wrong for the period, so
wrong that it looked stupid and ludicrous. T!1e thespians of the Palmetto Players are going to have to
learn that they may sometimes have
to sacrifice a bit for their art. In this
case all of the sacrifices were on the
part of the audience: to sacrifice any
sense of reality and belief in the
people and the characters they were

playing.
I'm not exactly sure how to end
this. There were other points one
might discuss in terms of critical observation, but why go on? I think the
best way to curtain this is to wish the
Palmetto Players luck, and to toss
out that old saw about how, just as
there are no small parts, just small
players, (remember that from high
school, -nudge, smirk, rah-rahrah-there is probably also no such
things as bad community theatre to
the people in the community who are
the primary audience. But there are
community theatre groups who don't
care to work hard enough or make
the efforts or take the actions necessary to present community theatre
productions which are at least acceptable. -Buck Miller.
Continued from page 63

Borgnine as the chief of police, as
well as Eddie Albert, Eileen Brennan,
Ben Johnson and Jack Carter. It is
only a routine crime melodrama set
in Los Angeles. (R)
The Killer Elite reunites Godfather co-stars James Caan and
Robert Duvall in a Sam Peckinpah
film about a private company called
Com-Teg that specializes in assasinations. Along with the action and suspense one expects from a Peckinpah
movie, this movie provides some
good humorous moments. Although
the plot is a standard revenge motif,
the ending is different from what one
might expect. Good supporting performances by Arthur Hill, the Japanese actor Mako (currently on
Broadway in Pacific Overtures) and
Katy Heflin (Van's daughter.) (R)
Lucky Lady is the name of a rumrunning boat as well as a reference
to the movie's leading lady, one of
the four-member smuggling ring
around whom the action revolves.
South Carolina-born director Stanley
Donen completed this expensive
trifle at a reported cost of $15 million.
Some of the money should have
been used to purchase a good script.
Liza Minnelli, Gene Hackman, Burt
Reynolds and Bobby Benson do as
well as anyone could as the loveable
lawbreakers. (PG)

The Man Who Would Be King
is cause for fans of Rudyard Kipling
-as well as moviegoers in generalPlease turn to page 67
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ne thing that baffles an outsider
about South Carolinians is our
politics. It's all delightfully irrational.
Southerners love and enjoy politics the
way people in big cities up north love
baseball. We don 't have a strong loyalty
to any particular political system and
have never thought too highly of
government in general , but we like a
good fight , admire any skillful purveyor
of embellished fiction and enjoy what
we call "c haracters" (to be distinguished
from someone who has character), and
so we like our politicians.
It takes money to be a politician here ,
as in most places , and usually you have
to be successful to have money. But
success is usually a hindrance to a politician here because he is supposed to
have a humble background on some
farm or mill village. I have seen politicians get into heated arguments over
whose background was the most
humble. One old boy claimed that he
grew up on a little one-acre farm in the
Up Country. Later he was humiliated
when his opponent revealed that the
"farm " was a large rose garden in the
back of a very fine house in downtown
Anderson. He lost , of course.
Typically, we are more interested in
where a politician came from than
where he is going or where he is now.
He needs to talk a lot about who "my
people were" and God help the man
who cannot claim roots in South
Carolina dating back to the Creation.
This is part of our common belief that
nobody can move into South Carolina.
You have to be born here. Anybody
who moves here is regarded as a
transient no matter how long he stays .
We had one man in our town whose
family moved here from Virginia when
he was a small boy. I noticed that when
he ran for city council in his late 50s he
was asked the perennial South Carolina
question of "where are your people
from?" He always said from the "Up
Country." I could tell that man was no
fool, politically.

January 1976

Republicans in South Carolina are a
new breed of political animal. I grew up
thinking that Republicans were something like atheists or at least agnostics.
When I went to college, a boy in my
dormitory got sent home for cutting
class too many times . "It doesn 't surprise me, " an uncle said. " His family are
Republicans from Greenwood."
A very pious aunt of mine who was a
devout Baptist and Democrat , religiously speaking, prided herself on her
loyalty to her preacher and her president. When Truman was president one
of my uncles used to taunt her by
throwing up to her the fact that Harry
Truman cursed and called Congress
ugly names . My aunt retorted by saying,
"Well , with all those Northern Republicans in Congress to bedevil him, it's
enough to drive any good man to profanity."
I grew up knowing that there must be
good people somewhere in the world
who were also Republicans , but I didn't
know any personally and I assumed that
their Republicanism could be attributed
to the fact that , if you lived in Iowa or
Wisconsin by choice, you were probably
strange in many other ways too.
Politicians in other parts of the country argue over the issues , ours argue
over history. The Civil War is important.
Most of our political sentiments are tied
to our reverence for what we thought
was the history of the "Great War" and
its aftermath. The myth of our lost cause
was carefully nurtured in our state
through a hundred years of white linen
suits, memorial day speeches and barbecues, U.D.C. meetings and interminable speeches on "State's Rights."
Every little town has its Confederate soldier in the heart of its business district as
a kind of shrine to what we think was
the past. As a boy, I knew all the lurid
stories of arsonist Yankees and marauding carpetbaggers who swept down on
our innocent state. There was a boy in
our fifth grade class who refused to
memorize the Gettysburg Address be-

cause its author "was the man that
burned Columbia."
These myths were lovingly nurtured
as the stock and trade of our politicians .
Political aspirants took their cues from
old Ben Tillman in selling themselves by
arguing over who had the closest allengence to "our Southern way of life
which our fathers fought so valiantly for
in the Great War. " Any backwardness
in our state was blamed on the atrocities
inflicted upon us during "the war." We
all invisioned a beautiful, perfect,
Scarlett O'Hara world that was South
Carolina before the Yankees and the
Republicans took it from us . This myth
became the proof text quoted faithfully
by every successful Carolina politician
as if it were the scripture reference for a
preacher's sermon.
I remember an aging cousin of mine
whose daughter told her of the end of
the fighting in Korea . "Oh Lord ," the
old lady cried, "fighting in Berea' Did
we lose again? I knew that Republican
Eisenhower man would ruin us ."
My mother moved to South Carolina
from North Dakota with her family
when she was a small girl. My father's
parents thus held her suspect for many
years due to her tainted background.
When my sister was a little girl , my
grandmother on my father's side took
my sister down to Columbia to see the
sights. Upon returning , my sister burst
into the house with tears. When my
mother asked her what was wrong my
sister wailed , "Grandmother took me
down to Columbia and we drove by the
capitol building and she showed me two
big stars on the side of the building
where somebody had tried to shoot
down the walls and she said, 'See what
your mother's people tried to do to our
State House!"'
"Old times there are not forgotten.

William Willimon is a Methodist Minister
from Myrtle Beach and author of Lord

of the Congaree.
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duction presented in March .

ANNOUNCING

IIlLTON HEAD'S
FIRST $39.95
INVITATIONAL.

For $39.95 per person, double occupancy, we'll give you 3 days/2 nights
m a superb i1m room or villa at Hilton
Head's most attractive reso1t. Also
inducted are 18 holes of golf each
day on either of oLu- championship courses; plus more golf
l&J
at no extra charge (subject
v-9 to availability). There's
·'9~ great tennis, fishing,
.J · dining_ and ente1tainment at Palmetto Dunes,
too. Offer good December 1,
1975- Februaiy 28, 1976, ai1d
meals, golf caits, room tax ai1d tips
ai·e not inducted. To play
at least 54 holes in Hilton
Head's first $39.95
dP Invitational, just call
·· your travel agent or
(803) 785-2151.

.,

February 4-19
Our 56th Year
organized in 1920
Complete Forms of
Fire and Casualty
Insurance

DANA
INSURANCE AGENCY
P.O. Box 11939
Columbia, S.C. 29211
252-8300

We Have a Complete Line
of Skiing and Tennis
Equipment and Accessories.

.:

P.O. Box 5628

February 5-7 and 10-14

GREENVILLE-Furman University
Theatre Guild will present Lorraine
Hansberry's A Raisin in the Sun ,
Theatre '76 Playhouse, Furman
University , 8: 15 each evening.
February 10

CLEMSON-Foreign
Play-German-in
Auditorium .

Palmetto
Dunes
Hyatt Resort
:Es Hilton Head. S.C. 29928

GREENVILLE-Greenville
Little
Theatre presents Joanne Woodward in Tennessee William's The
Glass Menagerie . Ms. Woodward,
oscar-award winning actress , will
act the role of Amanda Wingfield.
She is returning to the Greenville
Little Theatre after 27 years when
she played the role of the daughter
Laura.

Language
Daniel Hall

February 23-28
Harm's Sport Shop

I

[I

sllop

501 S. Pleasantburg Dr .
Greenville, South Carolina
803-233-3135

CLEMSON-Shakespearean play is
presented by Clemson University
Players Drama Troupe . All performances are open to the public
at no charge at 8:00 p .m . in Daniel
Hall Auditorium.

lecture

Recipes from all over
the United States . ..
And Iowa, too.

Little's Little Cookbook
by Marvin H. Little
Over 150 sturdy pages, conveniently spiral-bound, covering everything from soup to
nuts . Includes "Rough and
Ready" ideas for creative
cuisine. Whether it's a banquet,
a drop-in, a Sunday dinner or
Wednesday leftovers, Little's
Little Cookbook can prove to be
a big help .
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I~HQTQ UILL~QE
The Largest Nikon
Dealer and Professional
Supplier in South Carolina
"If your pictures
are not becoming to
you you should be
coming to us"

February 13 and 14

CHARLESTON-Conference
on
"Transportation Issues and Alternatives for Medium and Small
Sized Areas ," sponsored by Urban
Studies Department.
February 19

GREENVILLE-Wilson Bryan Key,
president, Mediaprobe; Center for
study of Media, Inc . will speak in
Furman University's Religion in
Life series, 7:30 p .m. Burgiss
Lounge , Watkins Student Center .

- - - bicentennial - - -

Price $4

February 19

Marvin H. Little
P.O. Box 987
Ballentine, S.C. 29002
[803] 781-2381

GREENVILLE-Greenville
Symphony-A special Bicentennial
concert of American Music featuring Robert Ward , conducting in his
Symphony No . 2 McAlister Auditorium 8 :15 p.m.

PHOTO VILLAGE
2047 West Evans Street
Florence, S.C. 29501
Phone 803-669-0000

Sand/apper

miscellaneous
February 1-29
GREENVILLE-Greenville County
Library Exhibit-Early American
cooking , fashions and ceramic jug
collections will be on display .
February23
CHARLESTON-College of the
Charleston Community SeriesCincinnati Ballet-Municipal Auditorium 8 :30 p.m.
gourmet
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THE BRIDE'S SHOP

7fo1Jl!NJ

on Devine

... The home of unique ideas
• Pianos & Organs • Art Accents
• Gallery • Frame-It-Yourself •
2812 Devine St. Columbia, S.C.

Continued from page 63

Another beverage, amusing at any
season , is whiskey sangaree : Dissolve one-half teaspoon powdered
sugar in one teaspoon of water. Add
two ounces of bourbon and two
cubes of ice . Serve in eight-ounce
highball glasses . Fill balance with
soda water and stir, leaving enough
room on which to float a tablespoon
of Port wine. Sprinkle with nutmeg .
For fruit lovers we have whiskey
cobbler: Dissolve , in a ten -ounce
goblet , one teaspoon powdered
sugar and two ounces carbonated
water. Fill the goblet with shaved ice
and add two ounces of bourbon . Stir
well and decorate with fruits in season . Serve with straws.
Always remember that bourbon is
an excellent substitute for brandy ,
especially in flamed dishes using
bananas and other fruit, eggs, or
meats. It is always good in sauces,
most particularly at this time of the
year with venison or other large and
small game .
Bottoms up!

ORIENTAL RUGS
LARGEST SELECTION
IN SOUTH CAROLINA

• All SIZES • All PRICES
• NEW AND ANTIQUE
We clean and repair
Oriental and Domestic Rugs

BIST ANY'S

Directions: Go to 2400 Two Notch Rd ., turn •t
Kayo Station and stop at 1703 McFadden StrMt
252-1171

HANDMADE COUNTRY
PRIMITIVE FURNITURE
Handmade gift
items from
local craftsmen
Quilts of all
sizes

filmclip
Continued from page 64

to rejoice . John Huston has finally
filmed this project that he first
thought about 25 years ago . His enthusiasm has paid off in this entertaining adventure story of two former
sergeants of Her Majesty Queen
Victoria's army in India who travel to
a remote part of Afghanistan seeking
riches and glory . Sean Connery as
Danny Dravot and Michael Caine as
Peachy Carnehan are perfect as are
the Moroccan backgrounds. (PG)
January 1976

THE BRIDE'S SHOP
1424

HAMPTON

STREET

2920 I
803-252-2294

COLUMBIA,

S.

C.

~re~
<§~re~

Unique accessories for each
room

Baby Items

Jean-Pierre Chambas is wine consultant to the Wine and Cheese
Cellar in Columbia .

For over 25 years The Bride'1 Shop
has offered complete bridal ser\"ices
to South Carolinians. R elax and
enjoy your wedding. The Bride'1
Shop will handle all details from
flowers, catering, to wedding d ircction. We also offer complete catering
service for parties and club meetings.
Our shop hours are 10:00 A. M.
until 12:30 P. M. and 3:00 P. M.
until 5:30 P . M. Saturdays from
10:00 A. M. until 12:30 P. M.

Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Daily

COUNTRY COTTAGE
&ALLERY CENTRE
Wade Hampton Boulevard
Taylors, S.C.
Phone 803-268-3493

- Featuring • Outdoor Shrubs
• Gardening Hardware
• Residential Landscaping
• Indoor House Plants
• Hanging Baskets
• Terrariums
• Planters
"For Quality and
Quantity-come grow
with U.S."
Located on Highway 60
between Irmo and Lake
Murray Dam - Tel. 781-1880
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-5:30
Sun. 1 :30-5:30
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The Rescue
by James Applewhite

The Frigate Randolph
by Robert M. Weir

The Fabulous
Elliot Springs
by Harper S. Gault

It was a fine town to grow up
in , but now the hamlet is
awash in the glow of television sets. The age of plastic has reached the dusty
farmland . Lee had the consolation of his learning , but
he needed something else .

The story of the Randolph
and its captain Nicholas
Biddle is over lustered by the
tales of John Paul Jones , yet
during its brief career the
Randolph carved its own illustrious niche in the annals
of Naval History .

The man behind those mildly risque ads lived hard ,
played hard and worked
hard during his 63 years. He
was a leader who made
Springs Mill a leader , in the
state as well as the textile in dustry.

Sandlapper
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REYNOLDS CONFERENCE 1:
SOUTH CAROLINA JOURNALS
AND JOURNALISTS: James B.
Meriwether, editor, The Reprint
Company, Spartanburg, 1975. 350
pages. $15.00.
That great Southern primer, the King
James Version , relates that a prophet is
without honor in his own country .
Often , we So utherners take the statement as a directive ; we seldom honor
our prophets while they live among us,
and even when they become citizens of
that other Promised Land , we are re luctant to regard them as anything but
non -essential ex-patriots .
This unfortunate condition is com pounded by fashion and expediency ,
two ghosts which haunt the South far
more than ever did Walter Hines Page's
"Chost of the Confederate Dead , the
Ghost of religious orthodoxy , the Ghost
of Negro Domination ." From Abolitionist propagandists to Mencken to Cash to
the New Criticism, we have either accepted or over-reacted against the distorted premise that the South is a land
of culturally insignificant ex-slave-holders . We have ignored or apologized for
or blindly revered as local colorists our
prophets, our men of letters . It has
taken us until 197 4 to hold a general
conference on journalism in South
Carolina.
Were it not for our strong family
loyalties, perhaps even this conference
would not have occurred. That the
family of John S . Reynolds Jr. chose to
remember their prophet in such a way
should call our attentions to some of our
other deserving , but little praised men of
letters , should benefit South Carolina
and the South.
John S . Reynolds Jr. was a newspaperman , and the first Reynolds Con ference was therefore called "South
Carolina Journals and Journalists." It
was attended by journalists and scholars
of good caliber. Its own journal is a cut
above the usual conference publication .
Worthy of note are the papers presented by Edwin M. Yoder , Jr. , Leland
Cox , and George C. Rogers , Jr.
Yoder's "Revisit" of Francis WarJanuary 1976

rington Dawson , the Englishman who journal. The reproduction of pages
became the first editor of the News and typed , not printed , and the inclusion of
Courier, serves as a fine introduction to conference discussion which could have
the transplanted Londoner who was been better presented through addiborn Austin John Reeks . Yoder's tional papers by the participants lends
presentation of Reeks/ Dawson ap- the enterprise an un-needed air of rariproaches the enigmatic editor in the best fi ed academia , that which the confertraditions of scholarly investigation , en- ence should have sought to avoid.
forced by a solid grounding in the conJohn S. Reynolds Jr. was a journalist
ditions of post-Chartist England which of the present , even through his present
initially motivated the energetic , adopt- ended in a field hospital in WWI. The
ed Southerner . In addition , Yoder's papers in South Carolina Journals and
calling our attentions to the master's J o urnalists are representative of journathesis of S . Frank Logan , on the same lism in Reynolds' era and earlier , but
subject , raises a hope that a worthwhile little attempt has been made to connect
book-length publication could be in the these influences with an overall view of
offing .
South Carolina journalism , what
The contributions of Rogers and Cox Reynolds himself would have asked of
are back-to -back papers of excellence.
such a conference : that it be a sym They provide not only keen insight into posium on , as it claimed , "the importhe antebellum mind and display of that tance and scope of the field of South
mind , but a view of that mind as some- Carolina journals and journalists" as
thing more than a localized peculiarity well as that which it pursued , an in meriting consideration only as the sub- dication of "the possibilities for further
study in the history of the newspapers
ject of an academic exercise.
The examination of Charleston 's and magazines in the state. "
antebellum magazines , by Cox for
material other than romantic or sentiOrin Anderson , a writer from Colum mental writing , should spur further
exploration for that which is realistic , bia. is a Ph.D. candidate at Leicester
University and Senior English Master at
that which is humorous . It is imperative
that we follow the implied advice of Cox Ston e ygate School, England .
to stop apologizing for our third-rate
productions , to take the trouble to use
existing original material which contains
the beginnings of first-rate Southern
GJI~
letters . His lists of sources should give
some enterprizing scholar a head-start
on the project.
Rogers' study of Henry Laurens
Pinckney bears the usual hallmark of
~1'A.Q1MBr l[Xi <fClllsl'f\'.'
thoroughness and objectivity. It is a
~oin. ·H i.:'..A.1.:-'0lL!NA
concise though brief addition to Rogers'
valuable analysis of the strengths of
Southern society , begun in The History
A fully documented glimpse at the life of
Up-country South Carolina when this section
of Georgetown County , South Carolina
was the frontier , including the main house,
and Charleston in the Age of the Pinck kitchen , academy, restored gardens, and other
plantation bu ildings .
neys. It is written with a perspective
DIRECTIONS
which covers the whole flow of history .
9 miles south of intersection 1-26 and 1-85 , at
Rogers is never guilty of that pseudo1-26 and U.S. 221. Open March I.
academic flaw which so injures the
OPEN
South ; he never treats his field as a colTues .-Sat. ... 11 a.m . - 5 p .m., Mar. I - Oct. 31
Sunday .
. . 2 • 5 p .m . Year Round
lection of unrelated segments.
Closed Mondays
Faults in this publication are perhaps
due to the limitations of any conference
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A WONDERFUL SHELL "NECKLACE" TO HANG YOUR POTTED
PLANTS ... ADDS BEAUTY TO
YOUR HOME.
This is one of the finest plant-hangers we
could find. Carefully made of strong 60 lb.
test monofilament line and beautiful Philippine shells in opalescent shades of
brown, tan and sand colors. Good fourstrand design holds pots up to ten inches
diameter easily . Overall length without pot
is 36 inches. Order for yourself ... order
for gifts. $4.00 each.

sandlapper nursery
Hwy. 278, Bluffton, S.C. 29910
Please send me:
_ _ _ shell plant-hangers at
$4.00 each plus .50 cents handling
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

sandlapper
nursery
BLUFFTON , S.C. 29910
Stiles M. Harper, Jr.
Horticulturist

Street
City
State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __

sandla}?per.
THE MA GA ZINE

The South's largest indoor-outdoor living show! Landscaped
gardens. Crafts. Over 100 horticulture booths. Travel & Recreation. Designer Rooms. A Complete Orchid Show. A Standard
Flower Show. It's the South's
Annual Salute to Spring...
SHOW HOURS: 10 am to 10 pm weekdays
and Saturdays and noon to 6 pm on Sundays. ADMISSION: $2.50 in advance for
regular adults ($3.00 at the door). Senior
adults (65 or more) and youths (10 thru
18) are $1.50 in advance and $2.00 at
the door. Children FREE with parents.
For more information or to order tickets,
write to: SOUTHERN LIVING SHOW,
A -340 Charlotte Merchandise Mart, Charlotte, N.C. 28205.
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Sandlapper Press has moved!
Sandlapper Press, the publishers of Sandlapper
magazine has relocated its editorial, circulation, and
advertising offices. We are now located at 1502
Blanding Street (corner of Blanding and Bull Streets)
in Columbia. Our post office address (P.O. Box 1668,
Columbia 29202) and telephone number (803)
779-8824 will remain the same.

Sandlapper

interesting,
unusual items and ser\J1ces
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ANTIQUES
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ELIZABETH AUSTIN INC-Specializing in An tique Silver, Period furniture and authentic Ac cessories. 165 King Street, Charleston, S . C.
29401. 722 -8227 .
ART

<x::xx::x ,c:x x::x x::x =

=x =

=

x::x =

x::xx::

CAROLINA PRINTS AND FRAMES-Specialists
in Sporting Art. Old Prints and Maps. Signed.
Limited Edition Prints . 160 King Street. Charleston, S . C. 29401.
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NEEDLEWORK
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YOU NAME IT - WE'VE GOT IT IN NEEDLE POINT . Also , authentic needlepoint college
emblems painted on canvas. yarn included .
Special: coats of arms painted on canvas. yarn
included (allow two weeks for delivery) . Also. we
will do your research . Graphs. canvas and yarn
for S. C. palmetto tree and medical caduceuses.
Nationally advertised Icelandic Kits for Ponchos
and ski sweaters. Imported yarns. materinls .
crewel and needlepoint . Assorted pocketbook
kits . Folline's Knit and Bridge Studio (next to the
A&P) . Old fashion netting and yarn for making
place mats. 2926 Devine Street, Columbia, S.C.
29205 . Phone 253-9748.

=><>c:::>< x::x x::xx::x ><=

Sandlapper Press is now interviewing candidates
for positions as regional advertising space representatives covering one, two and three-county
areas in South Carolina. Interested individuals
should send letter and/ or resume to Sandlapper
Magazine, P.O. Box 1668, Columbia, S.C.
29202.

:xx::xx::x=~

RESORT PROPERTY

x::xx::xx::x,c:x

RESORT INVESTMENTS. sales. rentals . Garden
City. Murrells Inlet. and Litchfield Beaches . Large
selection of ocean front and water-oriented
properties. Dunes Realty. Inc .. Atlantic Aven ue.
Garden City. South Carolina 29576. 803236-2755 or Townsend Real Estate Company. P .
0 . Drawer 157 . Pawley's Island. South Carolina
29585. 803-237 -4473.

HAMPTON BOOKS . Old and rare books. prints .
posters , maps . Rt . 1, Box 76 , Newberry, S . C.
29108 . Ph. 276-6870 (US Hwy . 176. 2 mi. No .
of S .C. 34) .
cxx::x>c:::><>c:::><x::x>c:>

FUND RAISING. Is your school, club, social or
civic organization in need of a fund raising project?
If so, consider selling subscriptions to Sandlapper
as a means of raising additional operating or project funds. Sand/apper, the magazine of South
Carolina and a magazine any school or organization would be proud to sell. For further information write to Sandlapper Press, P.O. Box 1668,
Columbia, S.C. 29202 .

FOOD =>< x::x x::x x::x x::x =

LID'N LADLE-Gourmet Cookware and ideas
for the creative cook. The Market, 188 Meeting
Street, Charleston , S. C. 723-8747 .

January

1976
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OLDE TOWNE LEATHERCRAFT-Custom
Gifts made especially for you by Frank and Jan
King. The Market, 188 Meeting Street, Charlest0n , S . C . 29401. (803) 723-3318.

C>()C:,(X::X x::x x::x K
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CRAFTS

wANTED

:::>< x::x x::xx::x X::X>C

Permelia Ann Richardson. G. Abner Patterson.
born in South Carolina about 1810 . Name their
parents. Write Jean Boyd. 15213 Cameo. Sun
City , Arizona 85351. Jean
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In June 1975 in this column we announced the first Sandlapper Fiction Competition . We were
delighted with the response , received 177 entries and the winning story "Colly Sharper Died for his
Sins" by Jerry E. Griggs of Clemson appears in this issue . The other two winning stories will appear
later this year.
Since the announcement of the fiction competition we have had numerous written and verbal in quiries , i.e . When are you going to have a similar competition for poetry? Why don't you do something like this in the area of art and illustration? So we are . And since we are currently in the throes of
the Bicentennial of our nation it seems somewhat logical to combine the two areas in announcing the
first Sandlapper Bicentennial Graphics Competition , open to all native and resident South Carolinians .
And now to the subject matter. The Revolutionary history of South Carolina is filled with stirring ,
dramatic , tragic and heroic incidents . For example , the Battle of Fort Moultrie; the Burning of
Sheldon Church , the Snow Campaign of 1775; Thomas Sumter surprised on the banks of the
Catawba River by Tarleton ; the death of DeKalb at the Battle of Camden ; Francis Marion , the
Swamp Fox ; the execution of Col. Isaac Hayne ; Rebecca Motte giving Light-Horse Harry Lee and
Gen. Marion the fire arrows with which to burn her home ; a ball at the St . Cecilia Society in Charleston-incidents which range from the heroic to scenes of everyday life in South Carolina during the
revolutionary period-moments of the Revolutionary period which are in effect frozen in time and
presented through the talent of the graphic artist as a visual representation of a moment in the
Revolutionary history of South Carolina .
The choice of the subject matter is up to the submitting artist and as in all things of this nature it is
expected that the artist is allowed to take a certain amount of artistic license with his representation of
the subject/ incident. However , it should be stressed that every effort should be made to have the
scenes as historically accurate as possible.
All graphic media will be considered: pen and ink, pencil, charcoal , watercolor, oils , acrylics .
Horizontal conceptions should measure no more than 12 by 17 inches; vertical conceptions no more
than 11 by 81/2 inches. Each entry should be accompanied by a brief paragraph which explains the
subject incident being portrayed, the date of the incident, major characters , etc. The name and
address of the artist should be attached to the back of the illustration . Return postage must accompany each entry if it is to be returned . A panel of judges, composed of artists and historians , will be
selected and announced at a later date . These judges will select up to six of the graphic illustrations
which will each be awarded the sum of $200 for their entry . The original graphic illustration will be
the property of the submitting artist although submission in the competition gives to Sandlapper the
right to reproduce the illustration . One of the winning illustrations will appear in Sandlapper each
month beginning with the July 1976 issue . The closing date for receipt of all submissions will be June
1, 1976 . The decision of the judges is final. Winners will be announced in the July 1976 issue .
We will look forward to receiving your entries in the first Sandlapper Graphics Illustration Competition on the subject of South Carolina during the American Revolutionary period .

---

Bob W. Rowland
Editor
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. . The R. L. Bryafl Company
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Cra/t:Jmen in :J.ine Commercial Printing- Since 1844
301 GREYSTONE BOULEVARD, COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
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